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lNJ'RQPUQTION. 

India is a multi-national aDd multi-ethnic state 

which was first united into a modern natioa by coloaial 

conquest. British rule unified the physically, socially 

culturally and economically diverse people into a 

modern nation-state. Like many modern nation .states 

India is plural,in the sense, that it has brought 

together people of different religious, linguistic 

and tribal backgrounds into one nation-states.)'~ 
major foci of ethnic loyalty in India today are, 

religion, language and tribe. Ethnicity is a product 

of interaction with and awareness of other groups. 

These ethnic loyalties are considered a problem because 

they afteu con:tlict with one whether in the pr'ocess o:t 

interaction. Such conflict arises because one ethnic 

group may :feel threatened about its loss of tde~tity. 

In such a case,an assertion of identity begins by the 

group which feels threatened. Since ethnicity arises 

out of interaction, the aseertian of identi• by the 

ethnic group is vis-a-vis the other groups,that it 

comes into contact with. The aim of the ethnic group 

is the search :tor an identity and a demand that this 

identity be acknowledged. It is the social and cultural 

assertion ~of a people who have been suppressed, in 

the process of interaction, by other groups or by a 



hegemonistic mainstream. Ethnicity thus arises 

out of the conquest of a people by anothe~ 

2 

Many of India's ethnic groups, especially those 

concentrated in compact territories are nations or 

possess the potential ef growing into nations. A 

territorial referent is a necessary component of the 

idea of 'nation'. This territorial referent becomes 

the basis for claiming political autonomy • A. 

territorial base is not a precondition tor the existence 

ot ethnic groups. A nation on the other hand Jaas a 

given geographic area and seeks to achives self-

government in that area. In a multi-national country 

like India, national boundaries are not congruent 

with the people inhabiting it. As a result of it. 

many a time, a nation has been diseolved into an 

ethnic group. The tribals in marry regions, who have 

claims to a geographical territory are often grouped 

into states whieh are not contiguous with their 

territories. Together,witb this political displacement 

there also operates cultural appression by the cultural 

mainstream. The tribals are thus rendered its ethnic 

groups. It is argued that: since the various tribes 

inhabiting a contiguous geographical territory are not 

similar in terms of language, they cannot form a 

national group • The tribes thus live as marginal 
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cultural groups. 

There is a search :f'br a common uni:f'ying force 

among the tribals. ~sing race as a basis for ethnicity 

the tribals living in contiguous geographical territories 

are seeking to uni~ themselves as a national g~up~ 

Morever, it is argued 
1 

that cultural separated ness 

from the mainstream gives the tribals a distinct 

identity. This separateness is sought to be the force 

'for creating a pan -tribal identity. This pap-tribal 

identity can transfarm into national identity with 

political economy. Contacts with non-tribal cultures 

bas enhanced cultural differences aDd there is an 

awareness o'f a collective self-identity. This inter

relation between tribal and ethnic idaltity becomes 

the basis for nationalist aspirations smongnst the 

tribals. When there is an awareness of being a nation 

the demand for political autonomy may range trom 

sepuratism (i.e,seeking autonomy within the nation

state) to secess ion:l.sm ( :l.e .seeking autonomy outside 

the nation-state.) There is thus an interrelation 

between tribe, ethnicity and nation. 

In the present study we are interested in 

studying the interrelation between tribe, ethnicity 

and nation in Jbarkhand and Nagaland. The Jbarkhand 

demand for an autonomous state within the Indian 

Union is an example cf separatism, whereas, the demand 

for an autonomous sovariegn Nagaland is an example of 



secessionism. In both places, there is an ·~ssertion 

of tribal identity arising out of interaction with 

different people. Such interaction red6ce the tribals 

into marginal groups,inspite of their having geographical 

claim over the territories. The tribals have reacted 

by seeking a pan-tribal identity as the basis for 

nationality. 

In Jbarkband, the tribals are dispersed over the 

four states of Bihar, West Bengal., Orissa and Madhya 

Pradesh. Initially the demand ~f~tbe tribals was non

interferance in their culture, land and tribal rights. 

There was a se~ch for a tribal identity which was 

under the threat of erosion. The tribals sought to 

unite themselves and foster a pen-tribal identity 

among the various tribes of Ghotanagpur. The search 

for a pan-tribal identity was ~"..:. to counter the 

social, economic and cultural appression unleashed 

by the outsider-exploiters. A common ethnic identity 

was used to unite the tribals. The change in 

demographic compesition forced the tribals to open 

their organisations, is non-tribals. Though there 

is a new basic of identity in Jharkband today, it is 

still essentially tribal to the core. The demand for 

autonomous statehood is an expressi.on of the urge for 

self-determination by the Jhsrkhandis. The search is 

f'er a Jbarkband where economic and cultural oppression 

will be absent. Jharkbancli nationalism has grown out 

o£ the oppression unteashed by the exploiters. 
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In Nagaland, inter-tribal unity and cultural 

se_P«J:"atectness gavep the Nagas the idea of being a 

nation. At the d«Wn of Indiaa independence, the 

expansionist ~ndian State threatened to overwhelm 

the Naga culture and Naga people. 'l'be Nagas argued 

that they were never a part of India aad sought to 

seccede f'rom IDd ia. The Indian Govermoent deried 

a distinct Naga identity saying that the Nagas were 

spread ever many tribes and bad no special ideatity. 

The Nagas sought inter-tribal unity and a using 

a distinct use of history and culture ougbt a national 

identit)l. Naga nationalism grew of this sense of 

distinct arigin and culture. The inter-relationship 

between tribalbood and nationality is sought to be 

studied in chapter on the Naga National movement. 

In both the movements, the interrelationship 

between tribe, etbnicity and nation is sougbt tobe 

studied in an ef'fort to locate the bistor ical and 

sociological basis of nationality in Jharkband and 

Nagaland. An ef'f'ort is made to study the emergence 

of' a separate identity and the subsequent growth of' 

national consciousness among the adherents of' the 

two movements. In both instances the upsurrge of' 

nationalism is animated by a powerful motive - the 

urge of self-determination and the will to live and 

develop as distinct nationalities. 
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NATION, STATE .ANJ)·· NAT!ON.ALisM t 

·coNCEPTUAL cLARIFICATIONS~ ·. 
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Great confusion is caused by the fact that the 

I i • I . t word nation 1 s used 1.n many senses and a grea 

variety of_ :t_endencies have been asso~iated with the 
. ' 

teriia; 'Tb~ ,to·rd bas :a longj:tts-tocy and its meaning -
.·· ... 

has tmdergone a considerable process of ewlutio,n:-~ 

While some writers have admitted, albeit ltJ'tt4giaA'~"J;, 

that "no scientific definition of a nation can be 

devised" 
1

, all have acknowle~ged that the phenomenon 

has existed and exists. We shall elaborate in the 

light of' such observations. Originally, .nation 

meant a backward tribe. Civilized peoples of Greece 

and Rome called themselves gens or populous. At 

the beginning of the Hiddle Ages the word nation was 

used in Germany and France to designate the higher 

ruling cla~s in opposition to the volk or people. 

The chieftain of' an Irish class was called "captain 

2 
of' his nation". The meaning of the word gradually 

evolved in ~estern usage and came generally to refer 

to a f'ree, self-governing people constituted as a 

State. The nation, writes Emerson, is: 



"a community of people who feel that they belong 
together in the double sense that they share 
deeply significant elements of common heritage 
and that they have a common destiny for the 
future,"3 

Nost definitions of a nation aro based on criteria such 

as territory, language, religion, race, historical riehts, 

natural frontiers or economic interests. A widely known 

work is that of Stalin who identifies the four characteri-

sties as - (1) a common language, (2) a common territory, 

(3) a common economic life and (4) a common psychological 

4 
make-up manifested in a common culture. Nodern usage 

identifies nation with a people constituted as a state. 

In this view every nation forms a state and every citizen 

a member of a state. But this is an exclusively legal 

definition and disregards :factual inequalities. Ivlany 

states were, or are composed of different nations and 

. . . 5 
nat~onal~t~es. An individual may legally belong to a 

state without :feeling ~a part of it. The moving :force 

in modern history, however, is not the legal concept of 

nationality but the social force of national conscious-

6 
ness or national sentiment without which there is no 

nation. National consciousness is the product of varied 

historical experience "'"hich is seldom same :for every 
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nation. Common experience leads to the £ormation o£ 

national consciousness. This common experience is based 

on sharing a common territory, common language, common 

religion, common race, common economic life and common 

history. "A nation exists when a significant number of 

people in a community consider themselves to form a 

nation or behave as i£ they formed one" 7 and national 

consciousness is this belie£ that the group holds. Yet, 

the mere will does not make a nation; it cannot be 

founded like an association or company. The will has to 

be supplemented by an indispensable factor - the national 

territory without which it is not a full-fledged nation 

though it may possess unity, solidarity, mutual sympathy 

and the wish to live under a government o£ its own.
8 

The 

nation, then, is 'not only a community o£ brethren imbued 

with a sense o£ common destiny. It is also a community 

which,in contrast to others such as family, caste or 

religious body, is characteristically associated with a 

particular territory to which it lays claim as the 

traditional national homeland. 'The emotional and intell-

actual tie in the minds o£ n~n is buttressed by a location 

in space '"hich anchors the nation -with a permanence on the 

face of tbe earth." 9 0£ the many elements that are 
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essential to the creation of a nation, those that appear 

insistently are language, terri tory, common historical 

tradition, a national consciousness and intricate inter

relation between state and nation. A nation arises when 

some or all of these elements combine to create a mutual 

sympathy among its adherents. The concept of the state, 

as we11 as,the distinction between nation and state,now 

needs some elaboration. 

Around the turn of' the century Lord Acton stated 

that "a State may, in course of' time, produce a nationa-

lity, but that a nationality should constitute a state 

is contrary to the nature of' modern civilization. 1110 

But the nation slO'\itly became the principle of' state 

formation and the legitimiser of' the state. Today,the 

·nation seeks to take over the state as the political 

instrument through which it can protect and assert 

itself'.
11 

But, this is not to say that every state is 

a nation or that: all sovereign states are national 

states. Such an belief' has done much to complicate 

human understanding of political realities. 

A state is a 1egal and political organisation "ith 

the po,~er to require obedience and loyalty from its 

citizens throagh its monopolised usage of legitimate 
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physical force. 12 A nation is a community for people 

1vi1ose numbers are bound together by a sense of salida-

rity a common culture, a national consciousness. The 

state, as is used today, is a modern development, but 

since, in modern times, it is the "most significant form 

of organisation of men and embodiment of the greatest 

concentration of power, it is inevitable that there 

should have been, and should still be, a great revolu-

tionary struggle to secure coincidence bet'\\·een state 

and nat ion • " 
1 3 And as nations matured themselves into 

14 
states on the principle of one nation - one state , 

"a new socio-political formation emerged and the hyphe

nated ·term nation-state came into vogue." 15 The term 

Nation-State is an expression of an ideal type which 

seeks a coincidence of common culture and territory 

of residence. It refers to a politically organised 

society which has historically enjoyed a legitimate 

claim to independent existence. 16 But the term nation-

state is an expression of 

"a process, and it is possible and histori
cally true that the process can be reversed. 
Not 1 ~nly that a nation can be constituted 
into a state, but a state can dismantle and 
destroy nations. Further, a state can create 
a new nation. It seems, the eclipse of the 
nation as a cultural entity is almost compl
ete and it has invariably come to mean a 
political entity~ 17 

f.e., possessing a legal, formal state structure. States 

can more"t>ver, exist without a nation or with several nations 

among their subjects •. A nation can be co-terminous with 
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the population of one state or be included together with 

other nations within one state or be divided between se

veral states. There are some nations which are much 

older than most states that exist today and most states 

today envelop a variety of political structures. 
18 

Oommen 

illustrates elaborately the variety of situations represe

nted by nation - states: 

1. One-nation, one state-an ideal type• the possibility 

of its recurrence being quite remote. Japan, however, 

approximates. 

2. Parts of different nations come to constitute a state 

for geo-political reasons (e.g. Switzerland). 

3. One nation is divided into two (or more) states for 

ideological reasons (e.g. Germany, Vietnam & Korea). 

4. Part of a nation is constituted into one sovereign 

state and the remaining part is attached or affilia

ted to another sovereign state (e.g. Bangladesh and 

West Bengal in India). 

5. A nation may be divided into two sovereign states and 

constitute parts of them along with other nations 

(e.g. Indian Punjab and Pakistan Punjab). 

6. A number of nations come to constitute a state (e.g. 

India and the Soviet Union). 
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7. A set of inmigrants drmm from a multiplicity of 

nations constitute a state (e.g., the U.S.A.). 

By explicitly showing the intricate inter-relat

ionship between nation and state, Oommen clarifies in 

the process that, the nation and state need not be 

conterminous and that the term nation-state is largely 

a misnomer. But if, and when the nation "achieves its 

full realisation in the form of a sovereign state, this 

double-base of spirit and soul emer&es in a perplexing 

and often dangerous contradiction which lies embedded 

at the heart of the national concept." 19 The state 

exercises its "ldll over all people within its boundar

ies but the nation is unlikely to be confined within 

the state borders nor al"l\1ays be coterminous "lvith the 

state; the 'national' liberation~ •sub-nationalist• 

and irredentist movements in most states all over the 

world are the political expression of such disparity. 

What then is the crux of a nation? A 'nation• 

might have a state and well-defined territory and yet 

lack t~e substance of nationality. The substance of 

nationality is national consciousness, without a suffi

cient measure of ,,,hich there is no nation. National 
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consciousness is the feeling of mutual sympathy 

born out of the common experience of sharing a 

common territory, language, history, race, common 

economic life etc. Such common experience leads to 

the f'ormation of' a community of' ,,•ill an 'tvhich the 

idea of' a nation is dependent. The nation, then, 

. '' 20 is wbat Anderson says, "an imagined commun~ty • 

Having stated this, we are now in a position to 

examine the concept of nationalism. 

Nationalism has been one of the greatest moti-

vating f'actors in the modern world. It is a conc-ept 

in whid1 the loyalty and allegiance of' the individual 

are held to be due primarily to the nation and there 

is a desire of' the people to be united as a sovereign 

states. It arises ultimately from some sort of' national 

identity., or, as we are more apt to see, it is the search 

f'or such an identity. Nationalism "is a state of' mind 

in which the supreme loyalty of the individual is f'elt 

to be due to the nation-state.n 21 It is, lihat Gellner 

concieves, "primarily a political principle, which holds 

that. the political and national unit should be congruent. 

Nationalism as a sentiment, or a movement can be best 

defined in terms of' this principle." 22 Elsewhere 

Gellner strongly posits for the merger of' culture and 



polity saying that nationalism is "to endow culture 

'.ri th its own political roof and not more than one roof 

at that." 23 It is a state where "the fusion of will, 

24 culture andpolity become the norm." But, when does 

this take place? Societies, says Gellner, move through 

three distinct phases: pre-agrarian, agrarian and 

industrial. Nationalism is most likely to emerge in 

the industrial age. The political principle and 

sentiment of nationalism is not natural but a product 

of the industrial age, a complex historical destiny 

to·t-•ards which every society inevitably evolves. This 

view of Gellner is untenable because many nations are 

agrarian. 

Benedict Anderson, having given us the idea that 

the nation is an 1 imagined community' says that natio-

nalism is a new form of imagination "·h:ic h does not 

merely awaken nations to self-consciousness but "invents 

nations '~here they do not exist. tt 2 5 Nationalism, argues 

Anderson, should not be grouped with the ideologies such 

as liberal ism, socialism and fascism but rather, approa-

chad as a phenomena belonging to the genre of kinship, 

community and religion. But, ,~bat makes this new form 

of imagin;i.ng possible? To Anderson it was "a half-

fortuitous, but explosive interaction bet'\\'een a systetp 
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of production and productive relations (capitalism), 

a technology of communications (print) and the fata

lity of' human linguistic diversity." 26 The printing 

of books in large numbers, apart from giving profits 

to the capitalists, made the vernacular literature 

easily available and pppular. Print-language, says 

Gellner, laid the basis of national consciousness in 

three ways 1 it unified the field of knowledge, brought 

a new fixity to language and it created languages-of'-

pol-.•er quite different from the old language. "It gave 

a new fixity to language which in the long run helped 

to build that image of antiquity so central to the 

subjective idea of the nation." 27 

That there are diverse approaches to nationalism 

shows the complexity of the phenomenon. Much of the 

diversity results from tile fact that scholars approach 

the problem from varying ideological positions. The 

forms in which nationalist ideology manifest themselves 

are to a large extent determined by the cultural and 

social milieu of thessocieties in which they emerge. 

Its nature varies from place to place depending on the 

historical situations in which it s~faces and develops. 
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nnd develops. Nationalism hos played the role of' a 

liberator in many colonial countries of' Asia and 

.Af'ric·a and even today is the force behind "'hich many 

oppressed nationalities really. Nany a time, natio-

nalism played a vital part in economic reconstruction, 

as in Japan. As historical evidence show, nationalism 

is ;>ould up in a interplay of' various social forces 

operating in a historical situation. Nationalism thus 

"can be, and bas been democratic or authoritarian, 

f'or~,,ard looking or backh'ard looking, socialist or 
l 

t . "28 reac ~onary. Nationalism, then, should be defined 

as, '"hat smith says, "an ideological movement, for the 

attainment and maintenance of' self-government and 

independence on behalf of' a group, some of whose memb-

ers conceive it to constitute an actual or potential 

"nation" like others.n29 In an effort to free tbe 

concept :from ideological straight-jackets~~ Breuilly 

talks o:f nationalism as a :form o:f politics whose 

obje.ctive is to obtain and use state power. Nationalism 

is used to re:fer to political movements seeking or 

exercising state power and justifying such arguments 

with nationalist argument, which is a political doct

rine built upon three basic assertions: (1) there existe 

a nation with an explicit and peculiar character, (2) 

the interests and values of this nation take priority 

over all other interests and values and (3) the nation 
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must be as independent as possible. This usually 

requires at least the attainment of political 

. .30 sovere1.gnty. 

Historical occurrences as well as contemporary 

happenings point that the study of nationalism can 

be conceived in the realm of movements. The movement 

is the vehicle o£ expression of the idea of national-

ism. By conceiving of it as a movement we can both 

operationally define it and fruitfully compare it 

and thus lend methodological precision to the study 

of nationalism. A nationalist movement the is "an 

orga_nised collection of individ~als putting :forward 

demands and pursuing activities designed to pra:no te 

self-rule, integration for the group which they 

31 
conceive to constitute the •.nation' •" 

llhis view i.s clearly indicative of rule by a 

colonial power and nationalism is what arises when 

there is an effort to win self-rule and gain the 

right to self-determination by the oppressed people. 

Nationalism as a doctrine in colonial countries, 

especially .Africa and .Asia is the. yearning for a 

firwly rooted identity which has always been 'there' 

but which has been forgotten or abandoned or is being 

threatened by forces which impinge upon traditional 
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authority and cultural values. In this encounter ,dth 

an oppressive culture, a •nation' is relegated to a 

position of inferiority and reduced to "the status of 

a non-entity. The base of nationalism is its insist-

ence on the importance of a special cultural group 

identity as the bedrock of political claims and action. 

To sum up, nationalism should be treated as a complex of 

ideas:~;' and sentiments which respond flexibly to new 

situations. It is basically the belief that each 

nation has the :ri.gbt and duty to constitute itself 

as a state. 

lthnicity and Nationatism; 

What have been designated as tribes and tribal 

groupings in Africa and Asia are labelled as ethnic 

groups, nationalities and national communities in 

Europe and North America. Consequently, it is necessary 

to develop a common conceptual scheme for the study 

of ethnicity, ethnic identity and the spirit of regio

nal nationalism. 32 We shall begin by trying to see 

the various ways in which ethnicity has been conceived. 

Two views predominate regarding the nature of ethnicity. 

Summing up these views Richmond writes that while ·one 



emphasizes the ascriptJ.. ve or primordial, nature of 

ethnic group membership and the importance of early 

socialisation and primary group membership. The 

other insists that ethnicity is situationally defined, 

that ethnic group boundaries are marleable and perme-

able and that ethnicity may be acquired or divested 

at will.JJ Ethnicity, writes parson, is a primary 

focus of group'identity, that is, the organisation 

of plural persons into di sti ncti ve groups and second 

of solidarity and loyalty of individual members to 

such groups. 34 / Ethnici ty according to Segal has three 

components: (1) a combination of factors from amoag 

phenotype, :faith, language, orig:in at population 

concentration ina given region, clustered over t!i.me 

and passed from generation to generation , must serve 

to demarcate a given collectivity, (2) the members of 

the collectivity must also share a sense o:r solidarity, 

a common subjective identification :focussed around 

the above-mentioned :factors, that serve as centr~-

point and expression o:r their sentimental attachment 

to one another and (J) a purported ethnic group must 

be in contact with one another in the same society 

so that the difference between the two allow the 

members of each to view members of the other as out

siders. ~The subjective sense of' ethnicity depends 



on interaction.35 Ethnicity is thus used to denote the 

cbaracter or quality of an ethnic group. The ethnic 

group may be defined as a group of individuals "with a 

shared sense of peoplehood, based on presumed shared 

socio-cultural experience and/ or similar physical 

characteristics. Such groups may be viewed by their 

members and/or outsiders as religious, racial, national, 

linguistic and/or geographical. Wh~ the ethnic group 

members have in common is their ethnicity or sense of 

peoplehood which represents a part of their collective 

experience." 36 This is a group l\'here members have, 

with respect to their own sentiments and those of non-

members, a distinctive identity, which is rooted in a 

d isti net ive sense of its history. They are furthe+ a 

"diffusely defined group"J7 where members are charact-

erized by ,,,hat they are rather than what they do. 

A distinctive sense of history is the core of ihe 

groups identity and of its sense of uniqueness. For an 

etl1nic group to exist, t bare must notonly be a 'lddes-

pread sense of belonging and recognition of otherness 

by members and outsiders but also distinctive cultural 

attributes traceable ultimately to the fact of a 

separate group history and origins. "Etbnicity is the 
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sense of belonr;inc, the submersion of the self in 

something that trascends self, the "w~-nees" of 

of heritage and ancestry." 38 J In a different tone, 

Darth posits that ethnic groups arise and. persist 

by virtue of "boundary ere a tion and maintenance", 

social processes that members of the group consciously 

participate in and help to determine and 

that dimension 

its cultural dimensions and retain its identity. 

Its iden~ity must have an anchor which is provided 

by a belief' in common and distinctive group origins 

and a sense of' unique history. The ethnic group 

then is, as Smith-~1 sums up, "a social group whose 

members share a sense of canmon origins, claim a 

common and distinctive history and destiny, possess 

one or more distinctive characteristics and feel a 

sense of' collective uniqueness and solidarity. 
4o; 

In a recently written paper Oommen hotes the 

caution that should be exercised in using the concept 

ethnicity, which is rather un-suited in its applicab-

ility in the ne"' nations. Etbriic ity, argues Oommen, 
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being "a product of conquest, colonization and imigration 

implies dislocation from one's original country, region 

or nat ion; it is the rupture between terri tory and other 

primordial attributes which cre~tes ebhnici ty. "
41 

What 

merits attention then "is the process through which 

a nation dissolves into an ethnic group or an ethnic 

crystallizes into a nationn 42 or nation-state. "Ethnic, 

nation and state should be viewed in a processual rela-

tionship. When an ethnie acquires legitimate claim <. '.-:-

over a territory it becomes a nation and when a nation 

secures political jurisdiction it becomes a state." 
43 

The point of departure for our study is the ethnic group 

at the point when it begins to assert itself either or 

a~ active factor in an existing political struct~e or 

as a challenge to such a structure. It is at this 

point that we refer to the ethnic group as a nation. 

At this point, the ethnic group exceeds purely local 

dimensions and becomes significant in the political 

sphere. What is central to the linkage ben~een political 

legitimacy and ethnic identity is the concept of self-

determination. Self-determination "is the right of a 

group ofpeople who consider themselves separate and 

distinct from others to determine for themselves the 
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state in ,,·hich Vthey 1·dll live and the govermment it 

will have .•• 44 Today, the right of' self-determination 

has come to inspire ethnic communities all over the 

world to what Connor designates "Ethno-nationalism."
45 

Ethnic nationalism must be subsumed under the broader 

panvas of' nationalism and nationalistic movements. 

Ethnic nationalism must also be distinguished f'rom the 

politicization of ethnicity;; this is done by having a 

territorial referent in the former case. Though there 

are many paradigms to explain the growth of' ethnic 

t . 1' 46 na ~ona ~sm, what is central to them is the right 

of' self-determination. Ethno-nationalism is the 

search for, and expression, (within a state) of' 

particular ethnic, cultural, regional or linquistic 

autonomy. In most contemporary movements seeking to 

achieve ethnic autonomy, there is an effort to enhance 

cultural, linguistic, religious, geographical and 

economic automomy ""ithin specific states. Such tenden-

cies may be referred to as separatism and can be treated 

as a sub-category of' nationalism. Such separatist 

movements may range from autonomy 1-rithin the state to 

outright independence and claim for statehood. The 

sociological distinction between ethnic group and nation 

are hard to maintain for they aften overlap. A territ-

orial reference is a necessary component of the idea 

of a nation. A historical association ~ith a certain 
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certain place is a necessary condition for the gro:;th 

of a nation. A territorial base is not a necessary 

condition for the existence of ethnic groups. Hembers 

of' an ethnic group may retain their connections 1dth 

each other, in a variety of networks and associations 

despite the absence of a shared territory. 

Nationalism does not always involve aspirations 

for complete independence or statehood. But some degree 

of' political autonomy is involved. The exercise of eth

nicity as a political principle is not necessarily nati

onalistic. An ethnic group uhen politic ally mobilized 

can have different goals. There may include the right 

to franchise~ the achivement of' special status for 

particular- languages.
47 'Nationalist' movement may also 

establish such claims but go further in seeking to 

achieve some political s: autonomy within a given area. 

Nationalism implies increasing that autonomy. Ethnic 

nationalism or ethnonationalism is only one particular 

form of nationalism in general. 

The whole crux of ethnonationalisrn then is, the 

search for political autonomy based on special cultural 

identity. It is the assertion, by the ethnic community, 

of the right to 'national' self-determination. 
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The Study of Social Hovemept: 

'Plea for a Theoretical Framwork. 

The term social movanent denotes a wide "variety 

of collective attempts to brign about a change in 

certain social institutions and to create an entirely 

new social order" 48 ; they are "socialiy shared activ-

ities and beliefs directed towards the demand for 

change in ~ome aspect of' the social order." 49 Soci-

al movements need not always demard change. After 

they arise.to restrict changes that may be going on in 

a particular social order. The term first came in to 

use early in the nineteenth century with a very 

specific meaning: the social movement meant the move-

ment of' the new industrial working class with its 

socialistic, communistic and anarchistic tendencies. 

Today, this shallow definition is no longer tenable 

in view of the .peasants' ·and farmers' movements, of 

National Socialism, of Nativism, of' backward and depr-

eased classes, of' ethnic minorities and of' the indepe-

ndence movements. 

The conventional approach to the study of' social 

movements has been a ''}listorical and philosophical 

study of' their ideas or theories. They were interpre-

ted and analysed as if' they were systems of' philosophy; 
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they were submitted to critical evaluation in terms of 

empirical truth, logical consistency and ethical 

standards. Not much attention '"as paid to the meaning 

of these ideas, to the masses of people "'ho constitu-

ted the movement nor to the social structure of these 

groups, nor to other problems of sociological releva

!)0 
nee. F'ew studies of specific social movements have 

been concerned ,dth the development of a theoretical 

framework; most studies have been motivated by the 

researchers' interest in particular social issues and 

philosophies."5 1 Mukerjee suggests certain premises 

for the study of social movements and social change: 

( 1) Social movements are essentially related to social 

change and therefore to social structure, (2) social 

movements are a product of ih e social structure and > 'c 

hence emerges out of certain conditions in the social 

structure, (3) social movements have consequences for 

the social structure of wh icb they are products and 

(4) social movements themselves have a recognisable 

structure in terms o:f\d1ich they are rendered funct io

nal-relat ive to their goalso52 It is pertinent to 

remember that the characteristics of society shape 

the ethos and style of movement. A frane of reference 

for a study of movemen ts.·comprises of its historical 

background, its social basis and organisation, its 
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ideologies incl:.1ding its objectives, strate.gies etc., 

ancl response patterns of other sociGl groups in soci-

ety to the movement. A frmue of reference further 

should take into account the structural conditions 

53 under .,._,bicb movernen ts emerge and correlate it "'·.'ith 

its ideology and identity, its mobilization, organi-

sation and leadership and social consequences. 

As a first step, movements have been classified 

with a view to clarif'y its various dimensions. Rao 

distinguisbe s between three levels of structural 

changes and pursuantly three types of' s ocia 1 movements 

Reformist, Transf'ormative and Revolutionary. Reform 

movements bring about partial changes in the value 

system, transf'ormative movements aim at effecting 

middle level structural changes and revolutionary 

movements seek to bring about radical changes in b 

totality of soci.al and cultural systems.54 Oommen 

classifies movements as charismatic, ideological and 

organisational: (1) the emergence of' a charismatic 

leader who promises to mitigate the evils at hand am 

lead the people to a future utopia, (2) crystallization 

of' a new ideology which champions the cause of' the 

deprived and (3) establishment of' a new organisation 
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to deal with the problem at hand • 55 l•lpkerjee classifies 

movement based on the quality of change into accumulative 

1 t t i t t . 56 l'n... . t . a erne ve and ransforma 1ve. vu1le accumula 1ve 

changes are intra-systematic, the letter two are systemtc 

changes. For the purposes of our study, in which we 

seek to study the nature and effect of primordial 

collectivism on the process of nation-building.in 

India, the classification should take into account 

what Oommen proposes 1 ( 1) the basis of group formation 

57 
and (2) the nature of goals. On the first criteria 

Oommen categorises groups as biological (sex, race, 

age-groups), civil ·(workers, peasants, students, 

professionals) and primordial (regional, linguistic, 

religious and caste groups). By primordial is meant, 

an attachment that seems from assumed "givens". 
58 This 

givenness is a product of a particular social practices. 

In many societies such ties are lifted to the leven of 

political supremacy and is tbe force behind demands for 

political autonomy. On the second criteria Oommen 

categorises movements as instrumental-seeking re-alloc-

at ion of wealth and pov:er and symbolic-seeking re-defi-

nition of status and privilege. Movements may pursue 

ond of them or combine both. 

The study of social movement is a treacherous 

endeavour where passion and prejudice blur our object-

ivi~y. The sociology of movements should look into 



historical events, organisation, leadership, communication, 

strategy, ideology and participation aspects of the 

movements. Any attempt at understanding a movement must 

consider "1\'hat it tn? ans to the participants and support-

ers and should aim to study the movement ". ith, ,,,hat 

Oommen says, "a vie,,· from '"i thin. 11 5 S 
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B.ACKGROUI\1) A HISTCRY OF DISCC;T:SF''l..:'N'I'. 

The predominant notion that Chota Nagpur Plateau 

in Eastern India was cut off from the mainstream of 

Indian civilization until a few centuries ago, is 

largely a product of colonial historigraphy which placed 

unfamiliar cultures outside the mainstream. Such misco-

nception is untenable in light of the historians' fiodi-

ngs about early migration and settlements together with 

the major historical changes that have taken place in 

Cbotanagpur plateau. 

The Jharkhand region (literally meaning a tract of 

forest) initially comprised the whole of chotanagpur 

plateau. Known as 1 Khukra 1 before British take-over, 

Jharkhand was designated as 'Ramagarh Hills Tract' in 

2 
1780 and renamed as South-West Frontier Agency in 1833. 

Sporadic upheavals of.1811, 1818, 1820, 1832 necessitated 

administrative changes and the South-West Frontier Agency 

l~as renamed as Chotanagpur Division in 1854. In 1874, with 

a view t~ segregating the tribes into special areas where 

their lives and interests could, supposedly, be adequately 

protected, tribal areas were designated aa ~scheduled 

Districts•. When the freedom movement gained momentum, 

the anxious British administration ,,·ant-ed to isolate the 

tribes from the national mainstream. The Simon Commission 

suggested that on financial and constitutional grounds, 

the administration of tribal tracts should be entrusted 
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to the centree Simon Commission thus brought further 

2dministrati ve cbanc;-es and the Cbot anngpur d i vi sian 

was declared as partially Excluded Areas' in 1930. 

hare cbanges ""ere to come "·itb independence r1nd the 

Government of India, in 1950, redesignated the area 

as 'Scheduled Area's and Set up a Tribal Advisory 
') 

Counci • ..J 

In the colonial phase of nineteenth century, 

there l1ad sparked off a 1-rave of migration resulting 

in the influx of dikus (aliens, outsiders) and diku-

peasants into Chotanagpur. Conditions cl1ange 1\'ith 

outside influence; in the initial stages external con-

quest' reduced tribal lands and chiefs to tributaries, 

later, Britisb rule ushered in colonial transforru::Jtion 

of of tribal economy initiating therby ne1; production 

relations. In post -independent India, expa m ing 

unbanisation and industrialization has opend the gc:ttes 

for job-seekers and workers and this has resulted in 

extreme ex~loitation and virtual alienation of the 

original tribals. Each historicC~l change is marked by 

an influx of non-trib:Jl communities into Chotan agpur. 

Such influx climaxed with the imposition of zamindar-

. t 1 . 1 • L~ h · ra1ya re at1ons11p. T e result was that "monet1zation 

developed with the introduction of the new system of 

taxction :Jnd co~;;mutatior; of feudDl duos and service 

into rc 1Ji:. /; ne1v clas.:: of non-tribnl w:iddlomon, tbe 

dil::::~s, c-wJerrs·ed to meet the der:Jond f'or money. Ttle comruun;:ol 

land ::oystem broke dol.-n • 11 5 As a res~Jlt, tbe forces 



unle2shed by such changes culminated with the tribes 

being divided into, (a) a statement body of peasants 

in the 'privileced occuponcy' catecorios, (b)~ 

prolifervtinc- mass of small faruter and landless 

labourers and (c) an cuerging industrial 
t . 6 

pro le,.a,tJ.at • 

.An analysis of the term 'diku' sbO\\·s that no 

undisputed defination is ~vailable. The dikus 

initially meant a group of' 1 outsider-exploiter 1 

and the conr;ot at ion varied f'rom time to time depending 

on the local and temporal characteristics of the ~ 

exploitiers. Generally speaking the term used to 

mean originally the zamindars or their employees who 

~''ere non-tribals, r:JOstly Ben{';"alis, ,.,,hen the Chotana[;pur 

area 1\as a part of Beng:::Jl province. Later the term 

Diku came to mean non-tribals of' the upp,~r class. 

Subsequently tbe term included outsiders 1-:bo earn 

their living here and o~na their earnings out to 

their own homes.ft' The tenn Diku has consolidated 

to mean as outsiders-exploiter in a purely xenophobic 

terms. 

Aeainst this background of illeg-al deprivotion 

of the tribesmens' rights on land and exactions by 

t8~ collect•rs, l8ndlords, British the discontent~ent 
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erupted into insurrection and "restorative robellions"
8 

aimed at restoring autonomy of' economy, culture & social 

organisation. K.L.Sharma 9 lists the main insurrection 

between 1765-1857 as (J) The Rajas of' Dalbhun 1979-71; 

(2) The Cuar Tribe of Hidnapur 1799: (3) The Bhumij 

Chuar of' Nanbhum, Chot anagpur and San thal Parganas 

1795-1880; (ld The Kols, Hos and 1-Iundas of Chotanag'pur 

1831-32 and (5) r;'he Sc:mthals of Bihar 1855-56. The 

tribal insurrections of' the late 18th century and 

early 20th century were an outcome of exploitation 

by dikus and alienation of latid by non-tribals. The 

~ 

later 19th century and 20th century movements like 

the Kharwar rising of Santhals 1871, Sardar agitation 

" 188° co ... h t . i t
10 . OI 7-~ and Tana n aga were "rev1val st' 1n 

character. The Birsa Novament was motivated by the 

explicit desire for economic liberation from zamindars 

and British. The Birsa movement was organised with 

"ethnicity and religiositp as the basis of mobilization 

and involvement of the people in it • "
11 

B irs a }'lund a 

rosa as a prophet and preached a new religion to reverse 

the cultural and economic subordination that Mundas 

had been subjected to by alien rule. The charismatic 

Birs a, c laiwing to be 'Dharti Ab a' (Father of the worldj 

:1 ni f )12 a nc n 1 ag;\ an \. the s u pre we God , used religious and 

messianic means to mobilise the masses and achieve 

the economic and political goal of' a hu~da Tiaj. The 
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British suppressed the movement ruthlessly and the 

movement died do~;n with orrest :::md subsequent death 

of Birsa. 

The Tana Bhagat movement started by Oraons in 1902 

and emphasizing Kuruka Dharma (Dharma of Oraons) 1;as 

not just a religious movement ~but a "product of 

13 
economic pressure, oppression and deprivation of land. 

The new faith sought to empo,,·er, through the "h'9rship 

of Dharmas and follm•ing of certain prescribed patterns 

of behaviour, the will to fight oppressive zamindars, 

money -lenders and ne,,• land la"•'s and thereby restore 

14 the Oraon Golden Age. The movements of Jatra Bhagat, 

Sibu Bhagat, Julaha and .An,· a Bhagat, Tan a Bhac;at all 

aimed at such restoration. But the point behind tbe .se 

movements is not be missed -they ~,·ere not just isolated 

insurrections, but phases in the efforts of Chot anagpur 

tribes to unburden themselves of the inrjustices they 

1\ere subjected to by non-tribal immigrants 1\'ho usurped 

their tribal rights and tribal autonomy. Together 

1\'i th these uprisings another dove lopment taking place 

in Cllotanagpur 1\as the advent of Christian missionaries 

"'hich brought in the 1,·ake opportunities for education, 

employment <?!rrl econor.lic improvement. Christianity gave 

the tribes a sense of identity, "a history ond r.:~ytb, it 

1 5 also emphasised a sense of separateness from others." · 
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The ferment o:f tho p;:;st matured into 8 separatist 

r;;ovement in the e;:<rly 20tb century 1.-ith the establi-

slli~Je nt of the CIJot nn agpur JnnCJt i Samaj ( Chotanngpur 

Improvement Society) in 1915. 1fhat greatly contributed 

to the idea of separatism -was a series of facters, 

chiefly ( i) the Chotanagpur 1~as the most advanced of 

tribal regions in point of literacy ,political 

consciousness and industrial progress, ( ii) that the 

major tribal communities were concentrated in a 

geographically distinct region, (iii) that christianity 

laid the basis :for distinct identify and separated ness, 

(iv) that Chotanagpur had a tradition of militant and 

and organised struggle and (v) that anthropological 

literature provided a f'e"' sense of' history to legitimise 

the tribals search for identity. 
16 

The Idea of' Autonollly : Th.e JparJ<hand l"Ioxement. 

The ascendancy of dikus in Chotanagpur "'as 

matched by systematic efforts of' the tribals to end 

economic and cultural exploitation. The Unnati Samaj 

played a vital role in this effort. The forerunner 

of' the Unnati Samaj "'as a little students organisat ion 

shaped by its founder J .Bartholmen. 17 Composed of' 

Christian Adivasi Students, tllis organisation 'l~as 

initially philanthropic in nature but soon turned to 

socio-economic uplif'tment recorganis h1c itself' as the 

Chotonng;~r Unnati S amaj and opening membership· to 

non-christian adivasis. Adopting a democratic style 



of oper<?ltion, the Samaj sought to achieve the t1dn 

objectives • ( 1) to uplift Chotanagpur from the bac kh·ard 

state and (2) to improve the social, political and 

economic conditions of the adivasis. 
18 

Uniting tribals 

on the basis of ethnicity? it propagated inter-tribal 

10 
unity and tribal brotherhood. / However disunity in 

Unnati Samaj culminated in the breaking up, along 

r·e ligious lines, into Kisan Sabha and Chotan ag pl.U' 

Catholic Sabha. Such were the conditions, when a 

militant movement, under the aegis of adivasi Nahasabha 

formed by 'Narang Genka 1 (gre::Jt leader) J"aipal Singh 

was launched in 1938. The hnhasabha embraced both;_, 

tribals and non-tribals. 'and thereby commended a 'tdder 

political base and possessed pan-tribal composition 

and objectives. The objectives of' the Nahasabha 'tfere 

( 1) statehood f'or Jharkhand arx:l (2) protection of' 

advisis against exploitative tGctics of' Dilcus~ 20 The 

Adivasi Mahasabha brought together christ ian and non-

christian tribals. · This '"as an effort to make it pan-

tribal in composition nnd objectives. The Adivasi 

1-lahasabha '~'as led by professional· IX>litical 1vorkers. 

They soon realised that the success of' 1i1e movement 

!l!9ty :;in including non-tribals in til is movement. Noreover 

by this time, there ,,,as <.l sizeable number o:f non-tribals 
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in tbe rec;ions ond tl1ev th;j_s co;;1d not be e::cluded from 

the movement. The Den~~lis in Bib~r and the Muslim 

L t • L' • A • • '' • b' 21 eoque sup!)Or ed tne pro~c;r:-1en;1e OJ_ tne ~-;d~vasL .1.·1atlasa na 

which in turn opend its membership to non-tribals 

supporting their cause. All these llel;)()d to me1ke the 

movement broader and eive at a "ider political base, 

thereby strengthening the cause of autonomy. 

In terms of cultt~e, language and values the 

adivasis '\\'ere distinct: from the non-tribals. The risk 

of "losing their identity as primary education ,,,as being 

imparted through the medium of Hindi ·Nhich for tmm was 

22 
only a bazaar language," loomed large over the heads 

of' ad ivasis n•ho were already a demographic minority in 

Chotanagpur.. Existence 'l:vith Bihar being detrimental 

to their identity the demand for Jharkhand was echoed 

by the tr ibals. With the framing of the construction 

in post-independent India, new tendencies towards ~up 

solidarity came up everywhere. In 1951, the .Adt:vasi 

Hahasabha was organized as a political party and 

rechristened as Jbarkhand party 'td th its doors open 

to all Chotanagpuris. There "''as thus, what Singh 

points, "a, transition from ethnicity to regionalisrn. 1123 

As a political party, the Jharkhand party emerged as 

a major party in Cbotanagpur and in the second general 

elections extended its influence to Orissa. But all 
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these adv.ancements came to an. abrupt 'halt in 1963 

when the Jharkhand party merged "·itb the congress 

and a political vacuum was created. 

The act of merger split the party into many 

.&o • • 
2 4 · I . nC.7 d i 1 ~ th 

J,. act1.0 ns • n 1 7V , -· sapprova OJ. e merger 

resulted in the formation of the .All India Jharld1and 

Party. This pa:t'ty s further split in 1968 :when the 

Santhals separated an& formed the Bihar Prant Hul 

Jharl'..band Party. The :fragmentation of the party 

··and fact:ionalization of politicsil1tensifed radicalism. 

There was also a rise of urban pressure groups led by 

educ.ated tribals. The Birsa Seva Dal was <>rganised 

at the instance of Ja:Ppal Singh in 1967 •. In 1973 

the Jharkhand Nukti Morcha was formed :with due consent 

and .help from .A~K.Roy, · V.B.Mobato and ·Shibu Soren. 

The Horcha bad :as its. objectives, the f-Ormation of 
..... ,.t, 

a separate,, ending ~~:Xpo·itat~Dn of tribals by non+ 

tribals -and securing pre·fer~nti·al tre~tment for the 

sons of the soil in matter of employment. 25 In 

Harch 1973, N .E .Horo ,
26 

president of' a truncated 

J.b arkh and Party .. submit ted a mQ;merand urn 1:o Prime 

,Minister Indir• Gandhi demanding the formation of a 

Jhark.hatid state within the Union of India. The proposed 

state had an area of 1,87,646 sq.l«n. and a population 

as per 1 <}71 census 305,98,991 • The proposed state 

had 16 districts, 7 f'rom Bihar (Dhonbad, Ranchi, 

Singhbhun,,r-·Santbal Pargana, Hazaribaeh, Giridith and 



Palamau); 4 from Orissa (Nayurbhanj, Sc:tmbalpur, 

Keonjhaz: and Sunde~garh); 3 from West Bengal ( 

Bankura, l'lidnapur and Purulia) and 2 from Nadhya 

Pradesh· '(Raigarh and. Sarguja.) 

The -Jharkhand movement continued as a strong 

{3 

movement but was not unified. The various organi-

sations had only one point of' agreement - the demand 

for a separate Jhar~~nd state. It is ori this plat-
.. - :_ :; .. 

:form tha.t· all MLA!~s ;and :tvi~'!:Sc: from Jh:'arkhand irrespe ... 
. . . . ·.::··:-. ·" . . ' 

. . . 

'eti;va of· their party aff'lliations met in 1977 and 

jointly raised the demand f'or a .sere-rate state • 27 

Since 1977 lvi th groliing f'ragmentat,ion, the electoral 

base of' Jharkhand party has eroded. The Jharkband 

parties, :far :from aligning together have preferred 

to join either the Congress or left wing parties. 
~ ~ 

The Congress, as tb~ two elections of' 1980 and 1984 

show., has dominated the political scene pushing local 

parties into the background. Of the many factors 

that have contributed to this, are deep divisions 

among the tribals, the numerical growth on non-tribals 

in the: area and a "grmiing stratification in trial 

society with their new middle class joining. hands with 
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their non-tribal counter-parts in the Congress party 

28 and elsewhere." While the concept o£ political 

and cultural 

representing 

autonomy is still central ., 
the Jharkhand area "trial 

. ~ 

to most parties 

ethnicity has 

receded in the background and regional :factor come to 

the :fore 1129 with the operation o:f pan-Indian fat'ces. 

What characterizes the movement is the lack o:f 

unity among its leaders. The Jharkhand coordinating 

Committee the umbrella organisation :for the 56 odd 

organisations is perennially pleagued by.dissertion.JO 

Taking a cue :from the all Assam·Students Union (.AASU) 

the All Jhart<hand Students Union (AJSU) '"as formed 

in 1986 and in .now voci£erously putting forth the 

demand o:r Jharkhand. Education had infused· the members 

of' AJSU ,.,ith a sense of action which in turn is fuelled 

by a gro·h·ing awareness that the plateau has remained 

an extremely bacln.: ard region while the other areas 

and peoples have developed at their cost. Further the 

burgeoning sense of' deprivation stems f'rom the. realisa-

tion that jobs and opportunities that 'tvere created are 

being grabbed by dikus after ousting and uprooting 

thousands of peol)le f'rom their 1 md, livelihood and way 

of li:fe. Tije AJSU in as obvious new political role 

seeks to consolidate the gains that were surrendered 



by scheming politicians and ~actionalized politics. 

The consciousness o~ the alienation that exists 

because m the tribals are unable to develop on the 

basis o~ their own genius has become the basis o~ 

mobilization and separated ness and bree~s ~eelings 

o~ regional ism. As a movement, now supported and 

led by students, the AJSU seeks to reverse the margi-

nalization that the tribals have been subjected to 

~or years. 

. ~ '.· 

The people o~ Jharkh'and :'have- beeit struggling 

to ~ul~il their aspb:~atio,ns O:f a ~eparate state since 

1938 though the object'ive reasons· ~or this demand 

have a long' historical background o~ struggle against 

en,roachment on their economic resources, so cia 1 

organisation and cultural characteristics. ~n 

the recent past the movement has assumed a greater 

sense o~ insistence and urgency. The atmosphere is 

charged with ethnocentric ism and primord iality leading 

to the growth o~ internal solid ari-cy and outgroup 

antagonism against the 'dikus~ .3 1 The resurgence of' the 

movement has ushered in a new f'omnd sense of' unity 

arid expectation among the people; such expectation 

however is markedly cautious and apprensive of' past 

betrayals. The call f'or revival of the movement has 

now been given by AJSU and Jharkhand Samanvaya Samiti 



(Jharkhand Co-ordination Committee)JSS. In the 

present phase of the movement there is clear challange 

to the "existing racial, more and intellectual leader

ship," 3 2 and both AJSU and JSS seek to produce alter .. 

native moral and intellectual leadership. In the 

course of their struggle the people of Jharkhand have 

experienced, and are now a"b'are of what B.l?.Kesari 

Convener of JSS sums up "The main drawbacl<: of the 

Jharkhand movement since its beginning has been the 

lack of intellectual support."33 

The political economy of" Jharkhand is marked by 

economic ex·ploitation of" minerals, forests and human 

resources ' • resulting in forced migration and conversion 

of tribals into bonded or semi-slave agricultural 

·labourers. The historical process has been to assimi-

late tr'ibals into a composite agrarian-cum-industrial 

society .3 4 Together with :tthis the indigenous people 

are subjected to a cultural assault. "Derision of their 

way of life on the ground that it is primitive, active 

subordination of their languages and traditions, 

domination over their religious and social moves through 

invidious extension of the so-called Great Tradition"35 



represent cultural conquest o:f the adivasis at the 

least and "culturocide 11 .36 at worst. The large influx 

o:f non-tribals in the region has created an apprehension 

o:f identity crisis intensif'ying a :feeling of alienation 

f'rom other people. The- incursion o:f outsiders (dikus) 

into the area in riposition o:f power, influence and 

1~eal th unleased physical terror which compounds economic 

. t t . d . t 1 . . II 3 7 It . explo~ a ~on an soc~o-cul ura oppress~on • ~s 

but na~_tiral that a feeling is ·geh~rating, among the people 

bett_er ~-ifa; i:f tlley\)::ldm;inis.ter 
.. -~:~---~- ·~--~.::.~--~· ... :_· .> --~-- ' ,·-->~---:~:~.- :' ·_ , ... )~~1".'· ·. · __ -:_·: ·:·_-~ (.' :- . 

a· s~p~_~te:.~tate ~ ': s.ucht f'eatiggs 
,. ' ' -., " . . . . . . '--. . .:~ . .- ' .. ': . 

that .. ~nay :can· have·. a 
. "<" --.·~;.: ..... :. . 

their.· .. own,_affairs·'.·in 
~-·· . -~;. . . ' . ... . .· . . . 

: :hav:e:.beco~& the- bedrock fof:::~liticai' mobtli?Iation--~nd. 
- .,·::: .. - '. : . '·-.·--_·I. . . _.- . •• ·:-· . . . ·. 

·'.-'Pa:itteipatioii against th~ "cn~t~:iders" (d ikus) £or 

I>romoting inter-triba_l int-egration, Jharkhandism. 38 The 

tribals out of' their general a:ff'ini ty, deep rooted / 

discontent and sense of' alienation rally as one in 

their demand for Jharlchand. 

Emer~epce o.f the Jharkhand Identitya 

-Throughout the period of alien ascendancy the 

tribles of' the Chotanagpur region have raised their 

heads in rebellion. }lost o.f the rebellions were directed 

against the takeover of their tands, tb~i;-,. tribals rights 

8nd tribal' autonomy. British advent its Chotanagpur also 

sparl->:ed of'f protests and rebellions .from the indigenous 

peo )le of the .area. The coloni<al government in an 
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effort to exploit the mineral resources of the area 

ushered in indust't'"•lisation. The forces of moder-

nisat:ii.on soon set in ;dth the introduction of the 

Railways in 1844,~~ This was done to draw out mineral 

resources from the· area. This i.ntroductiori of the 

Railways had a tremendous impact· on. the' ·social fabric· 

of' the area. The demography of the area cbanged 111ith 

the in :flux of people from outside, Gbotanagpur. 
40 

This 

hastened the process of' explotation of tribals by 

noti"..:Otrib als · 1~hicb was already i.n ~o-gress·. In . the 
·;~· 

pax-caption. o:f the. trt~als, the px:esence of' exploiters

out,siders (D'ikus) -~~:. tcf land a1i~rS~:tiJPnd~Dd indebted-.. . . . . ' ·- -.. · .. 
··::.. 

ness. . The d iku ~-~ative: coiJ:tl.ct SaW the growth . of 

move.ments to reverse· th~ eco~'omfri.~s:ubo:r;dination urtlea~hod' 

by alien presence •. The Ch()tanagpur UnnatiSam~jsetc; 

up un 191541 
... · .. ::_.. ~ .. · 

had the goal of illpr9v~ng tile s~cial :, 

politual and economic conditions·-<O·f thai' ooivasis • 
. ·;:''· 

This was· explici.tly meant for tbe ~al:fare. of the 
' ' 

ad ivasis 1\ho ~·ere the victims of ecC:)~omic and sOcial 

oppressilan by the Dikus. ·This was. also the first 

instance of mobilization,. for the p~'tection of the 

indigenous tribels :from the opprassionby: the Dikus. 

A special identity was project43d:,. This:identityt was· 
. . ~--

not just that of a tribal but also that or~.annaxploited: 

tribal. By according such identity-_the Sam;J~.j soughtt<to. 

i:::roject these emploited tribals. There was also an effort 
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to form a sub-state joined to Bengal or Orkssa. 

In 1938, the Unnati Samaj 'tvas reorganise into 

a political organisation, the Ad ivasi Hahasabha. 
43 

The Mabasabha raised, for the first time, the q,uestion 

of creation of a Jharkhand state. By doing so it 

gave a political identity to the aspirations of the 

tribals. There was also the emergence qf a regional 

and geographical identity. The Aadivasi :Hahashaba, 

ins.pite. of its name openaf. its membership to tu:ur..;.adivasis 

o:r· the:, region. This was dot1e to brgd~n .tlie:• base: of the -~ ,.. 
. ~ . 

movement and accentuate the demand. ~ Noreover non .. trib~d.'· 

presenc.e, mostly Bengalis, ~as large. Bengalis. fearing 

oppression in Bihar supported the demand for a'·separate. · 

L~4 
state. There was thus the emergence: of- a separate 

Jharkhandi identity with the provision that abe proposed 

state should addressed itself to the welfare of the 

natives, tribals. The 1951 census shm~ed that the trilbals 

where numerically not as lro:-ge as in 1941. The Newly 

formed Jharkhand party opengd its membership to all 

l~ 5 
people in-habiting Chotanagpur • The Jharkhandi 

identity thus enlar-ged on a geographical basis, but 

it had an unrnist akab le tribal core. The -' 

The Jharldland region had been treated as a separate 

administrative unit by the British. and in the post 

independent India it 1-<as r_;iven special prfvilec;es 



under the schedules. The area earlier enjoyed cultural 

and ethnic exclusiveness and autonomy. The emergence 

of the Jharkandi· identity can also be t:taced to such 

cultural exclusiveness. The district. of the proposed 

Jharkhand or Geographically contiques and contnin more 

. '~ ·. l~6 
Aadivathis than any other casta!·iliJ!l:.nduGgl!topps. The 

Jharkand ies havo survived . the onslaught of' the Hindu 

hain stream. Thoy have not been overtaken by the 

Varnashram division of Hinduism. 47 The factons o:f 

administrative independence, ethnic and cultural auto-

nom' and geogrsphical continuity ccantribute to the 

emergence of A coronion culture out of the diverse 

48 
tribal structures :.in the regions. Noreever 

theZ! emergence c£ a Jharkhandj. identity is also ancho~d 

in the rejection of Hindi, which as the Jharkn ndie s 

perceived is only a bazae1r langua·ga •49 The development. 

of a common langue1ge is m important in the light of the. 

development of the Jharka rrli nat ion ality:. Efforts atch 

finding such a common language "\·:h ich 1-'ill minimize parti-

cular ism of the trible .dialects and increase inter 

tribal eth nici ty wlhllebe.U.:mbeit. But the exclusiveness 
. .·~· . 

. . 

of' JharWtan,g.:-p~bql)le is indicated in the~-r. rejection of' 

the mainstream language -Hindi. The several cultural 

and economic overtons of movements aimed at tribal 

awakening and social and- economic overthr<!DW o:fc .:· 

exploiters ?as given J'harkandia:s a distinct identity. 
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The ~barkandis~ consolidated as a major party 

in Chotanagpur and in the second General Elections exteded 

their in-fluence to other state, especially Orissa. In 
.... 

a J;>eriod of bei,ghtened political activities, the Jhcq:kandiS 

·trPd,to maintain the sense of·: separated ness by ralling · 

around the party. But in 1963 the Jharkandparty merged 

'"i th the Congress and the poli 'tical void was created. 

By submerging tn the main stream political parties, the 

' . Jharkandis were assamalated and tnere senseof separetedness 

was played d avn. The Jharkand nationalism was betrayed .. 

by scheming .politicians. :The .movement :stagnat~d and ·: 
.. ..-:: .. 

Already the mafnstream .political parties bad st~groa,~il9f;td 

the movemefl_t ~~~·secessionist 
. . ,. 

and anti-national~ By 

merging· l\fi~b- tl:ie:i (Jongress_ thee leaders of Jharkand,:-:~:~- -~>" 

~arty hoped to gain a sympatbe tic assessment of their 

dem-ands.. But the acts of merger robbed the Jharkhand&' a 

distinct sense of identity and subsequently ethnic 

separatism as the basis for poU,tieal'.:anton9my was last. 

O:r the man;t factors that led to the development, the 

principal ones were ·~ the impact of development 

programme in Chotanagpur and the increasing involvement 

of the tribals in the development process; HatJil:lyapradesh 

and Orissa had given representation to tribals in their 

ministries, and thus proved that all the tribals needed 

ones a share pO.lier in order to pra.test their interes-t;. 

And this could be achieved by joini~g the eongress; 
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the competition for employment opportunities c~ated 

-o 
a split among ;be tribals.~ As a result of' all this 

tbe Jharkhand national identiity was eroded, tribal 

ethnic ity was relegated to the background and the 

regional f'ac tors surfaced. 5 1- The operation of Pan-

Ipdian forces deprived the Jharkhandis o:f thir0 

special cultural identity. 

Now a new phase of' the mo~nient . has stated. 
. . 

There is a resurgence of' th~ Jharlt~mdi ide.nti_ty · · 

with the studentsiin>the vanguard~ This ·time the; 

movement is not only pan - tr'ibli. but also includes 

non-tribal 1-iorkers and- peasants •5Z- The movement has 

ushered in sense of' unity among the people-. By 

including non-tribals as Jbarkhand is· there is the 

emergence of' a new basis for nationality in 

Jharkhand i. The external character of' exploited 

and oppression has unified the people in Jbarkhandi. · 

A sense of' unity is being evoked among all peoples 

who 'snare a common history and cultural heritage and 

53 practices a common value system." , The case of 
' ' 

demand, still remains on cultural sep_aratedness as tbe 

basis of idendity. New conditions have forced the 

tribals to look for_ a new ground of identity. This 

is no1v :found i.n thei.r distinction t'rom:;:fshe people 

of the main-:-stream,on ne1-' grounds. There is the;.::;lnr 

emergence of a ne1v basis for national identity. 
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National Ques;tion ;i.n JharJch;uW. 

British imperialism distorted the process of 

nat ion and nationality builting by setting up 

arbitrary provincial bound aries and the tribes like 

other groups suffered on account of such divisions. 

Unequal development initiated internal migration as 

a result o;f which the indigenous tribals lvere 

uprooted by the scheming dikus. The d ikus by the ix 

expansionist economic drives subjected the tribals 

_ t~,- cultural subjection· as well. The- exploitation 

of' the resources of' the area led to deforestation 

'vhich in turn deprived the tribals of theft' owa world 

their ownership and rights on land and pushed them to 

the margin· of' a new world. Widespread marginalization 

occured and- ibe tribals were woven into an intricate 

economic and cultural dependency. Under such conditioris 

it is but obvious that the struggle f'or a separate 

state is a manifestation of identit)!-assertion. The 

question now is, can such an assertion of a cultural 

identity .. he~:legitilmatffey qaU;ed ,-,t.haosubject ive 

. Sl~ 
consciousness of' the idea of a nat1on 9 of a national 

identity. The tribals of Jharkhand c;)o possess the 

objective necessity of a 'nation' and seek to consolidate 
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their cultural separatedness in a seperate territory 

within the tndian state. But given the fact that the 

propOsed Jharkhand includes many tribalgroupings 

speaking d if'f'erent languages and possessing different 

cultures, it is often debated whether these multi

lingual and multi-cultural groups can forge a unified 

national ideality.55 The emerge~ce of' a nationality 
Shoot. 

in Jharkhaad is an off' or economic exploitation and 
•' 

cultural oppression and the fact of' cultural and 

ethnic oppression can well serve as the basis for the 

•uaity 1,' of' the victims of this oppression and their 

common struggle can lead to tbe formation of' a 

nationality. 56 The formation of national consciousness 

in Jharkhand is an extension of' cultural separatedness 

that exists between the tribals and outsiders. J.d 

the co.nsolidation of' such consciousness has been brought 

about in the minds of' its inhabitants because of the 

economic exploitation of the indigenous people by 

aliens. The struggle for Jharkhand is now a struggle 

:for 'national' sel:f-determin.ation against the outsider

exploiters. 57 Jhark:haod seeks, as. a pan-tribal movement 

to unite the numerous oppressed nationalities into a 

seperate politico-administrative unit... The demand for 

a seperate politico-administratiye unit de-ls it away 

from a secessionist national liberation struggle. The 

demand rather is for a homeland which historically 

and legi-timately is theirs and in which they can develop 
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according to their own genius without being subjected 

to ridicule and bumi~ation by an expansionist 'mainstream' 

Self-determination in Jharkband is the desire and demand 

to develop, without the cultural and economic interfere-

nee aod oppression of the majority, as equal partners 

in India. As a separatist movement, the demand for a 

Jharkhand rate is simultaniously a demaDd far recognising 

Jharkband as a specific cultural region and for tribal 

• autonomy. Participation in the political process of 

the Indian uaion aad the progreaae of political action 

pursued by the various ideologically distinct political 

groups shows that sa cultural seperatedness is being 

used to foster a d.i.stinct politiea1 identity to enhance 

their bargaining. power and therby gain the goal of a 

seperat.e politieo-adadnistrat.ive unit.. Moreover by 
\. l 

such a demand, the tribals of Jharkhand seek to reverse 

the assimilationist policy of the outsideexploiters. 
" 

But this is not to say that they are .advocating 

isolationism, but rather demanding to be heard and 

treated as equals within the Indian union with the 

right of self ..determination of their way and style of 

life securely with them. B.K.Roy Burman points out the 

demand for Jharkband is an expression of proto-aational1~.5S 

Assessiag the tribal situation as "a complex of segment•l 

and totalistic, hierarchial and couater hierarchial 

relationships" 59 he acknowledges the forging of a common 

identity as a celossal task. Proto-nationalism, by 

incorporation of moral rights, creates symbols of unity 

and platforms f'or common action,- i.e."seeking a distinct 



political idehtity for Cbotooagpur in one form or 

another within the Indian Union." 60 

56 

The demand for Jharkband was initiated in 1938 has 

erupted time and again. Behind the demand is a •complex 

ethnic-socio.economic 61 
milieu". The demand is one 

of ensuring justice, arresting alienation, removing 

regional imbalance, stopping economic exploitation aDd 

reversing cultural humiliation of the indigenous people. 

The demand ve~iferously seeks a democraetic solution to 

to the injustices and an assurance of self-determination 

and self-government. 

A much more fundamental question emerges what is 

to be the role of tribes and semi-tribes in the buildiDg 

of'I India? Struggles against ethnic or national oppression 

and d iserimination are important to build the pillars 

and edifice of' democracy in India. The Jbarkband movement 

is an attempt at such a task. It is not just a demand 

to end all forms of' oppression but is a demand to be 

admitted as equal partners in the building of a composite 

India. The mood is succinctly captured in the tribal 

leader, N.E.Horo's statement -- "For the Indian tribals 

the question is: whether to be in bondage or to be :tree, 

whether to be submerged or retain their identity. Tribals 

are Indian and they will remain Indian. They should 

find their place of honour as Indian tribals." 62 
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~· 

Nagnland lies in the south-east of India's 

north-eastern horse-shoe-like mountc:incous ret;ion 

of Aruna cbal Pradesh, earlier known as l'ZEFA (North-

East Frontier Agency). It also shares its borders 

1\ith Assam on the llest, Hanipur in the South, and 

Burma in the East. Nagaland v.•as granted statehood 

in 1963 as the sixteenth state of India 1d th a 

1 
geographical area of 16,527 sq.kJBs. 

Early History: 

The Nagas occupying the north-eastern hills are 
·> 

rm Indo..Mengoloid folk. They are divided into a dozen 

major tribes and many minor ones. The multiplicity 

of tribes, v.•ith diversities in matters of race and 

language, is due to early migration of various tribes 

into this region. 2 After the initial migration, the 

various Naga tribes settled in the hills and mountains 

and established tiny sovereign village-states. 3 
These 

villaee-states w~ich had an organised pOlitical community 

\o.'ere 1 thus 1 like the Greek city-states. Constant feuds 

among different tribes and resulted in their staying 

disunited as small sovereign village-states. Whenthey 

did come together, it v.•as only to 1\ard off an external 

enemy, especill:''Y the Neities and Assamese. 4 
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In spite of a fra@nented political system· 

and multiplicity of languages, these tribes had 

some distinctive characteristics '"hich made them 

a distinguishable people since the t :ime of Ptolemy •5 

What binds the different Naga tribes as a people and 

subsequently distinguishes them from other tribes is 

their aboriginal stock. Differences among the tribes 

in terms of culture, belief and language are over-

looked as they "share in legends, folkore, and are 

r! sing up in commpn history, common pronounced 

6 
cultural unity". Contacts '\vi th outsiders, specially 

the Meities and the .Ahoms always acted a strong 

unifying force, binding the different Naga tribes. 

The relationship between the Naga and Ahom was marked 

by non-interference in Naga affairs, resulting in 

"infused cordiality, mutual understanding between the 

tliO people." 7 The Ahom had friendly relations -with 

Beri (submissive) Nagas as distinguished :from Ahori 

(non-submissive Nagas~ Naga-Assamese trade 

flourished by barter and sate of' salt, cotton;,· , 

ivory, wax in exchange :for rice, clothes, medicines 

from Assam. The Ahom policy of' "conciliation backed 
8 

by force" stemmed from the realisation that inter-

f'erence with internal administration of' the Nagas 

"'ould be hazardous. As long as the Nagas did not 

raid the Ahoms, did not ally with their enemies beyond 

l?atkoi ranges, the "Abom r1.1lers considered it enough 
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to receive the submission of' the Nagas, allow them 

11 " 9 to enjoy f'ull trial autonomy • 
" 

The British Rule. 

The Britishers f'irst came into contact with Nagas 

in the process of' consolidation of' their rule in India. 

The annexation of' Assam vide the Treaty of' Yandabo 

(February, 1826) ended non-interference in Naga af'f'airs 

and the f'irst expedition to the Hills: was led by 

Captain Jenkins, Pemberton . in January 1832.
1° FroiD the 

f'irst expedition to 1850, as many as ten. punitive 

expect itions were carried out by the British, mainly to 

end Angami raids into the plains.of' Assam. 11 Among the 

12 
factors that led to British contact with Nagas were 

(i) the necessity to have a saf'e and secure frontier on 

,. .. \ 
the north-eastern border;, \ ~~J repeated Naga raids on 

Assam compelled the British to establish control over 

'Naga Hills; (iii) af'ter becoming the political masters, 

the British sought to extend their commercial interest 

in every necl<: and corner of' the country; ( iv) trade and 

commercial interests in Ha nipur, Upper Cachar, North 

Assam, Burma nccessiated a passage through Naga Hills, 

thus the Naga had to be subduced f'irst; (v) the desire 
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of' tho king of' Nanipur to conquer Naga Hills compelled 

the British to adopt a new policy. These expeditions 

only sho,ved the futility of' the military invol vema nt in 

Naga Hills and the British soon adopted a policy of' 

non-interf'erence. Repeated incursions into the plains 

by the Bagas led to rethinking by the British. An 

active and f'orward policy was subsequently championed 

by Sir Cecil Beadon, the Lieutnant Governor of' Bengal. 

In pursuance of this policy a new administ-rative sone 

was created in 1866 at Samaguting (Chumukedina) with 

administrative jurisdiction covering the Angami village

states- and the watershed of the Deyang. 13 The head-

quarters of' the district were shif'ted into the heart of' 

the hills to Wokha in 1876. Thereaf'ter, it was shif'ted 

to Kohima in 1878 and \lokha continued as a sub-division. 

In 1889 the sub division headquarters was shifted from 

. lh 
Wok:ha to l·lokukchong. The apprehensive Nagas put up 

their last f'ierce resistance against the British in 

1879-80, but f'ailed to oust the British. Behind the gradual 

.suocwnihng- of the rebel Nagas was the lack of unity and 

the absence of' a common organised political authority. 

By 1908, the British had become sovereign masters of' 

Kohima, Hokukchung areas sn::l by 1922 the entire Tuensang 

area was taken over. Thus, the whole Naga Hiils area 
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coma under sovereign jurisdiction of the British by 

1922. With the tide of' freedom movement rising, the 

British pursued a policy of' isolation of Nagas and by 

the Government of India Act 1935, the Naga Hills 

district was declared an excluded area. 

The British did not interfere in the tribal pattern 

of' village democracy and acknowledged the right of tribal 

councils to deal with Naga a:ff'airs. The Brit ishers 

succeeded in isolating the Nagas f'rom the rest o:f the 

country, thereby in:fused into them a sensa o:f separate 

identity. Not only that, they also inculcated in the 

Nagas the spirit of Nationalism, "'a political renaissance 

and consciousness that awakened in the Nagas the re~lis

tic existence of modern nation-states" • 15 

~aga National 6ouncil & Growth of N~a CQp§ciousgess. 

The firstt organisation to be formed in Nagaland 

was the Naga Club, in 1918, in Kohima and Mokukchung, 

and was the centre of social and political gatherings. 

Its most significant achievement was a memorandum sub-

mitted to the Simon Commission impressing upon them 

the demand to be excluded from the proposed constitu

tional reforms and kept under direct British rule •16 

In April 1945, at the initiative of' the Deputy Commi-

ssioner, C .R. Pawsey, the "Nag a Hills District Tr :iba 1 

Council" 17 
· (NHDTC) was formed. The cou~cil soon 
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graduated in 1946 into the Naga National Council (~~Cj 

Comprising o£ 29 members representing the various tribes 

on the principle o£ proportional representation, it 

brought, £or the :first time, all the Nagas urx:l er a single 

political organisation and was decidedly a major step in 

the consolidation o£ the Naga Nationalistic £orcas. It 

was est ab 1 is bed as "a tentacled political organ is at ion to 

struggle for £reedom and to mani£est a new self-assertive 

quest £or Naga identity and sought to achieve the uni£ic-

ation and solidarity o£ all Nagas under one government, 

as their i:egitimate national aspiration and interests". 
18 

The NNC to/anted self-determination £or the Nagas. 

When the Cab inQt:- Nission came to India to prepare :for 

granting independence to India, the NNC submitted a 

£our-point memorandum on the 19th o£ June 1946: 

that KNC stands for the solidarity o£ all Naga 

tribes including those o£ the un~dministered areas; 

/ii) that the council strongly p:totests against the 

grouping o£ Assam 1~i tJ;1 Bengal; 

iii) that the Naga Hills should be continuously included 

'iv) 

in an autonomous .Assam, in a free India, with local 

autonomy and due safeguards for the interest of the 

Nagas, and 

19 
that the Naga Hills should have a separate electorat~. 
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Growing apprehension about its status after Brit ish 

departure couplod ,,·if:h tile right to determines their o'''n 

affairs 1 a:l to a stiffor stance by the NNC. The demand 

:for an independent Naga state gained momentum. The NNC 

submitted the Tan-Ya nr Interim Governma nt Scheme to the 

Advisory Committee on Aboriginal Tribe·s with the sugges-

tion that the new Indian Government should act as guard-

ian pm~er for ten years after 1d1ich Nagas wo·.1ld be free 

20 
to determine their political future. A misunderstand-

in g be t1ieen the NNC and the Advisory Committee was vought 

21 to be resolved by the Hydari Agreement. This agreement 

recognised the right of Nagas to develop themselves 

according to the :ir freely expressed views. But this 

agreement was rejected by the NNC in due course and under 

the leadership of Phizo, elected as President in 1949, 

the NNC charted ,out the course to total freedom of the 

· -.'\N agas • The NNC under Phizo became a "militant political 

22 
hrganisation, wedded to the idea of a sovereign Nagaland." 

\ 
Rejecting the Sixth Schedule of the Ind~n Constitution 

the NNC held a successful plebiscite on the question of 

Naga independence and boycotted the general elections of 

1952.. Thereafter following police action the Naga Home 

Guard 1~as sat up, the NNC went underground and a Naga 

. 23 
Feder::~l Goverrmen t was se1: up in 1956. To counter 

this the Central Government set up the Naga Hills Tuen-

sang Area ~NHTAj as a separate administrative unit 

under the ministry of external affairs24 and put a wedge 
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in the Naga movement. The extremists in the Federal 

Government opposed this move and remained firm on total 

independence. The extremists-dominated :r-JNC epitomizes 

the overall stand of' the NNCs "Nagas are not Indians 

and do ·not want to become Indians. Nagaland was never 

conqtired by India". 
2 5 

~ 

Birth of a New State: 

In the constitution's Sixth Schedule :l, a provision 

was made for Autonomous District Council for the Hill 

Districts of Assam. The Hill~• Districts, including the 

.Naga Hills district, were entitled to form an elected 

Autonomous Council :for day-to-day administration and 

were alloted seats in the Assam Legislative Assembly. 

In 1952 Tuensang sub-division. of Naga H:i.lls was separa-

ted and added to the NEFA as one of the divisions. 

This separation of the Naga-dominated Tuensang area 'vas 

resented by· the NNC. The NNC also rejected the· Autono- -
, 

mous District Council Plan and boycotted the 1952 general 

elections. In order.rto cou~ter the growing-strength 
'.. ·~ 

of the NNC, the Central Government encouraged a moderate 

section of the. ,Nagas led J:iy~ the Imkonglia Ao. This was 
1 ... ·, : • • • 

a period of intense poli:f;ical activity and resulte-d 

inevitably in the polar:i;sation of forces into one extreme 

and··one~•oderate. The extremis~ group was more assertive 
. '• 

::..~··~,~; .... 
but was a mi,nority. 

.---~~. ;~. 
In September 1956, some moderate 

·,, .. · ... · 

., • · :~~adars met N.ehru 

i~~\Nagas. maximum 
.. ·~~r:~·-} .i . 

. onst tut1.on. 

in Delhi and Shillong and Nehru· assured 

possible autonomy within the Indian 

Gradually, more liberal leaders openly 
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condemned the Federal Government and sought a peaceful 

political solution. The Churches also condemned Viola-

nee and advocated a peaceful solution. In 1957, the 

First Naga Peoples Convention was called·at Kohima. 

This convention recommended that the Naga Hills District 

and the Tuensang District should be amalgamated into 

a separate administrative unit under the External 

Affairs :Hinistry. This came into eff'ec:t in December 

26 
1957. In Hay 1958 the Second Naga People's ConventL .. 

on was held at Ungma. A liason committee was appointed 

to contact the rebels with a view to bringing about a 

political settlement. 27 In October 1959, the Third Naga 

People's Convention was held at :Hokukchung, purposed 

the :formation of a state to be called Nagaland, within 

the Indian Constitution and under tbe External Affairs 

Ninistry, re-trans:fer of the :forest areas to Nagaland 

28 
and consolidation of contagious Naga areas. Pursuant 

to the resolution of Third Naga Convention, a delegation 

headed by lmkonglia , President of the Convention, 

reached a sixteen-point Agreement in July, 1960 

for the astnblishment of a separate Naga State '\vithio 

the Indian Union. 2 9 Subsequently, an Interim Jody was 

set up with an Executive Council for Na,O:.Lo.ncl-· The 

Interim Body consisted of 45 elected members representing 

the various tribes of Nagalrmd and had a term of three 

JO years. After due preparations, the Bill for the creation 
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of a state of Nagaland "tvas placed· in the Lok Sabha in 

the form of Nagaland Act and ivas pnssed • 31 Naealand 

was incorporated as the 16th state of the Indian Union 

on 1 December, 1963 by President Dr.Radhakrishnan. 

The inauguration of the state also saw the emergence 

of political parties in Nagaland. The Naga Nationalist 

Party (}.J'NP) was formed by those 1\•bo were instrumental 

in bringing statehood for Nagal rod. The Democratic 

Party of Nagaland \NIH>) was fonood by tho fe who harboured 

sympathy for the secessionist group and differed with 

32 . 32 
the NNP. The NDP later meltged with the Nte·. The 

NDP later merged with the NNC. The militant section ·Of 

the Naga movement remained underground for more than a 

deca&e between 1954-64. The rebel Federal Government 

tenaciously continued their £ight. In 1968 the under-

ground movement split into two factions the federal gov-

ernnent remained intact as the original body and the 

tunderground dissidents' formed a parallel government 

called the Revolutionary Government of Nagaland. 33 

Attempts to attain peace t.zere positively received by 

the lat tar group but not the former. 

Formal peace talks with the militant Nagas began 

in 1964. The Peace Hission was to negotdate a cease fire 
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agreement between the Government of India and the rebel 

Naga Federal Government aoo hammer out a political 

settlement • .3 4 The Peace Mission relentless zy sought 

to establish peace in Nagaland. After many years of 

mutua 1 suspicion and hostilities, peace efforts finally 

culminated in the signing of the Shillong Accord on 

Nov.11, 1975 and there occured a cessation of hostili-

ties. The Shillong Accord was concluded with a three

point formula: ( i) unconditional acceptance of the 

Constitution of India (ii) surrender of arms by rebel . . • 
Negas at a designated points and (iii) the represents-

tives of the underground organisa·tions should have 

reasonable time to formulate- other issues for discuss~-
... 

ons for final settlement.35 This accord. sought a 

constitutional solution 'bo the politi.cal problem of 

Nagaland. It was also successful in bringing inst.lro.t , -

gency to an end • 

Naga National Question: 

The NNC has always mainta~-oed that the Nagas 

constitute a nation and this understanding has consis-

tently helped to sustain their liberation struggle. 

Wbat is the basis f'or such a consciousness among the 
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Nagas? Historical evidence show that this consciousness 

and subsequent :feeling of separatadnass can be traced 

back to British subjucation of Nagas. Naga nationalism 

has always surfaced whenever there was a collective 

threat to the othen~ise differing tribes. The latent 

:feeling of similarity bas always manifested into national 

consciousness with external threat. This is despite 

the allegation, that Nagas constituting 14 major and 

several minor tribes who are hostile towards one another 
I, 

and bave no common language cannot :froQt a nation. In 

the course of their struggle against the Ahoms, against 

the British and against the Indian State gave the Nagas 

a "sensa o:f cohesiveness and national unity.~3 6 
This 

sense of unity helped preserve liberty, freedom and 

safety and thereby inter-tribe cohesiveness strengthened. 

The growing realisation o:f common origin, background, 

culture, and history gave them the :first indication of 

being a separate group • 

• The Nagas loyalty to his tribe and clan 1vas gradual1y 

replaced by the emergence of a ne1v distinctive tribal 

identity. There has been a crystallization of national 

identity on an expanded level cutting across former b: 

barriers of village, language and tribe.3 7 An expansive 

Naga identity based on a rede:fini tion of former -narro\>'er 

identities has emerged. Identities based on clan, sub-

tribe or tribe have been amalr;-amated to form a Naga 

"d . 38 1 ant1ty. This national movement has been intimately 

linked with territorial and polLt ic8l questions. The 



demand for Nagaland was linked with this growing tide 

of Naga nationalism .•. The roots of this Pan..Naga 

identity and sense of ethnic nationalism can be traced 

to the :rounding of the Naga Club in 1918. The ethnio-

territorial mobilization of the Naga people and the 

quest for separate political identify gained momentum 

with the emergence of the NNC in 1946. The NNC served 

to unite the different tribes into "one ethnic politi

cal block" .:3 9 The NNC waa, as. Elwin described, "a 

_ natural extension of the traditional system of the 

Naga village/tribe to the ultimate scale-the whole 

40 of the Nagas." The NNC captured the essence of Naga 

·nationalism by ·advocating a sovereign Naga state comp-

rising the entire Naga nation. Naga nationalism grew 

:f'rom the combination of all Naga groups into a single · · 

stabilized large society possessing one larger national 

-identity. 

The Naga movement also had "politfuo-cultural 

d . n 41 b . s:> t d an econom1c as1S o~ separa a ness. Religion 

(Christianity) he.lped the Nagas orient themselves to 

the Christian-Western model and thereby gave a new 

dimension to the Naga movement. The goal of Naga 

nationalism 'liaS thus geared to•vards total autonomy 

to ensure their distinct identity and to ensure their 

customary socio-economic rights from the interference 

of outsiders. But the Naga demand for self-.determi-

nat ion is not just a product o:f '"estern education 



and ideas that the Christian missionaries planted • 

Their demand £or self-determination had a basis in 

the democratic pattern o£ self-government prevailing 

in the Naga village states. Naga nationalism has 

stren~thend on the Naga fo~ of democracy based on 
i 

the traditional tribal pat-tern. Christian missionary 

efforts only .-·shar>peoed the idea of national self-

determination \\hich has ab.;ays been the Nagas forte. 

The geo-political situation of the Nagas has 

fostered Naga nationalism. Due to their geographical 

position they have succe~ded in maintaining a distinct 

identity based on cultural and ethnic unity. The 

insular environment kept them isolated from the Indian 

freed om movement. The impending independence of the 

country from the British threatened the political 

existence of the Nagas and the 1~C justifiably raised 

an alarm. In early 1947, the ~TNC submitted a memorandum 

to the British stating that " a constitution dra'''n up 

by the people '"ho have no knowledge of the Naga hills 

and the Naga people will be quite unsuitable and un-

acceptable to the Naga peoplen and nthrown to forty 

crores of Indians, the one million of. Nagas with their 

unique system of life will be wiped out of existence • 11 h2 

To this Gandhi reacted, "Nagas have every right to be 

independent. I do not believe. in forced and enforced 
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union. If you do not wish to join the Indian union 

no one will force you to do that». 43 Nehru had 

earlier stated that the Nagas were too small, poli-

tically and economically, to stand as a independent 

nation and for strategic reasons must join the 

indian Union. 44 The NNC asserted that the union 

' 
of the Nagas with Indian should be a voluntary one 

and as far as secession is concerned it does not 

arise because Nagas ware never a part of .India. 

The growth of na tionatism among. the various . tri bas 

provided a powerful stimulus for th~ insurgent and 

political movement. To the NNC the insurgency was 

the struggle for liberation from the expansionist 

Indian state. The NNC relied on the long tradit-ion 

of tribal democracy to build an united Nagaland. The 

traditional political institution. ot tribal councils 

has been an important factor in crystallising Naga 

national consciousness. If intertribal hostility was 

a set-back, it was sought to be overta~en by a people 

who were detenninad to assert their right of' self'-

determination against the Indian state. The ensuing 

Naga national consciousness overwhelmed these minor 

inter-tribal differences and gave them the sense of 

being a people, a nation. If a "deep attachment to 



one's native soil, to local traditions and to established 

territorial authority" 45 are the marks of nationalism 

the Nagas surely quality as a nation. Common descant, 

a distinct territory, a common political and economic 

pattern of life, customs and trad~tions have broken 

the isolationism between tribes. 46 To this end of 

instilling in the Nagas the idea that they are a 
' ' 

people, the credit goes to the NNC. The NNC has been 
r 

the custodian of the national aspiration of the Nagas 

and bas helped in evolving a psychological structure 

on which a common Naga culture rests. The NNC fostered 

inter-tribal united under the banner of Naga nationalism. 

Politica 1 exigency compelled the NNC to accept 

on autonomous Nagaland within the Indian Union •. The 

·tl\.surgent battle has since been taken over by the 

National Socialist Council of ~agaland (NSCN).
47 

The 

NSCN rio'" gives expression to the Nagas fighting to 

set up a separate state outside India. The NSCN calls 

for armed revolution against the Government of India. 

In this latest pbase of the insurgent movement, the 

tone is one of miltancy and the goal is of liberation: 

"the NSCN stands for a sovereicn Nagaland and we are 

not begting it from New Delhi. We will fi&ht the 
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moni tars v.'i th s;wrd be cause they come with sword in 

h -1 II 48 
a1u • The NSCN in an bid to awaken the dormant 

spirit of Naga Nationalism is using the -Christian 

church to that end. By such usage of the religion, 

the NSCN hopes to 'mport a distinct identity to the 

Nagas and thereby re-alvaken the Naga national consci

ous ness. 49 The NSCN, headed by T .H ·Huivah is the 

latest torch-bearer of the nationalist aspirations 

of the Nagas. The NSCN has gained in popularily because 

of the suppression by the Government of India, of the 

Naga sentiment since many years. Initially, the Nagas 

did not have secession as their prime objective, but 

the policy of suppression served to instigate in the 

minds of the Nagas, a sensa of separateness. Slowly 

the ambers of th±s separatadness fired the nationalist 

imagination of the freedom-loving Nagas. Though the 

state of Nagaland was the culmination of the autonomy 

demand:, the demand for secession is still alive in 

the minds of the Nagas, albeit latently. The NSCN now 

is the preserver of that sentiment. 

The question often asked is that, why of the all 

the tribes in the north-east, t;be Nagas raised the 

demand of secession. The historical basis of the 

national awakening lias in the fact that the Nagas 
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'"ere subjected by the British and never conquered 

by the other groups. The British also deliberately 

imposed 'inner line' restrictions and kept them 

insulated. Even during British rule, Naga society 

remained more or less the same. British capital 

did not penetrate and the phenomenon of market was 

absent. The entire village republic was based on 

cooperation and the traditional councils were undis-

turbed. Thus the idea of baing a people was natural 

to them. 'T'he sociological basis of being a people 

crystallized -s t.bsequent ly on common origin, a unity 

of' mora 1,· spiritual, social and economic insti tuti

ons, dis tine t cultural characteristics (language, 

arts, folklore, customs,manners) and similarity 

of religion, ideas and concepts. Subsequently the 

notion of b ei.ng a nation emerged as "an idea, a vision 

and a dream io pervasive fo:nn" .• 50 This idea has given 
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the Nag as a "geo-political entity and economic-cultural 

force" of an "ethilical homogeneity and territorial 

. 51 
significance". The Naga movement has often been 

dismissed as parochial and insul cr. To all such 

dismissals, one may refer the statement of' J .P.Narayan, 

a member of the P.eace Mission which appreciated the 

desire of the Nagas for self-determination: "the 

struggle led by the Naga Federal'· r> Government cannot 

be regarded as a mere problem of' law and order. It is 

most certainly a struggle for national freedom. The 

Naga people are unquestionathly a nation." 
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Ihe Problpm iD Pers2est~ 

Spread sporadically throughout the country with 

sizable concentration in certain major areas, the tribal 

map of India presents a wide linguistic, ethnic aad 

cultural variety. Tribal& are the indigenous people of 

India and are no loapr primitive and static. The population 

of Scheduled Tribes according to the 1981 census stands at 

5,16,28,638 1 constituting more than ~ of the total 

population of India. The tribals of India have got a 

heterogenous cu·ltural pattern with variegated economic 

conditions and activities based largely on an ecological 

setting and ethnic environment. 

The British colonial government followed a policy 

of isolation and protection towards the tribals aDd thereby 

divorced them from the mainstream of national life, economic 

development and social progress.o This policy of insulation 

restricted economic and cultural contract between tribals 

and non-tribals and minimized conflict between them. At 

the time of independence the bonds between tribal and 

2 non-tribal groups were "tenuous and fragile", and an 

"uneasy co-existence" 3 prevailed. Soon after independence tbe 

tribals have sought to consolidate themselves into an 

identifiable national society or a distinct nationality 
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with economic and po~itica~ power; ther~is the emergence 

of a new po~itica~ idiom. Tribal movements,socia~, cu~-

tura~ and political have raised many questions since 

independence. In tackl.ing the tribal'question, the gt:!>-

vernment has covert~y sought to assimilate and inte-

grate the tribal.a into the mainstream of Indian society. 

This has been rejected by al.l. triba~ groupe as a threat 

to their bases of identity and distinct way of l.ife. 

The urge in the tribals is to be allowed to develop ace-

ording to their own genius, persona~ity, ~anguage and 

cultural. heritage. Amog the educated tribals the desire 

ia one of being treated as equals in a pluralistic 

. t 4 
soc~e Y• 

Triba~hood is emerging as a pol.itica~ factor. There 

is emerging the 'nation~• self-awareness among the tri-

bal. groupe concentrated in compact geographies.~ areas. 

Tribal. nationalism as an emergent po~itic~ force wi~l. be 

a force, ~specially in a muJ.ti-natio~ country like India. 

In reaction to ··the economic and. cultural. manipulation of 

thei_r:· w~y. o.:f' :Lif_e, there is a call: for se~:f-determination 

by'the t;ri.'bal. peop~e. T~ibal.e in tnany p~aces are con-
'~:-· .·3 > 

eol.ida.~;ne; adietinct and strong triba~ image. Academic 

reactioneto euoh movements are varied. Bese characte-

ri3es the tribal. pcl.itical. movements as "sub-national

iem";5 eub..;nation:al.iem is typical.J.y generated aa Bose 

be~l.eves in economica~J.y backward communities of an emer-
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ging nation. Roy Burman distinguishes between •infra

nationalism" and 11 eub-nationalism". 6 Infra-nationalism 

is a prog~esei~e movement from •tribalism' to 'nationa-

liem•. Sub-nationalism is a product of social die-

organisation where already accultured elites of a tribe 

become involved in a contra-acculturative contraction 

of relationship. Dube views this political trend in 

tribal India as both conjuctive and diajunctive7 : while 

on the one band a new tribal solidarity is being forged, 

on the other the tribes Fe a category are being alie

nated_ from the rest· of the country's population. The 

bases of tribal movements are anchored in their ecolo-

gica1-cultural isolation, economic backwardness together 

with the fact of cultural and economic subjugation. 

Tribal movements like Jharkhand and Naga movement are 

representative of the triba~s fear of erosion of their 

identity and their subsequent ret'a:1iation to counter 

.any such threat. Such movements should not be viewed 

with alarm and dismissed as anti-national and eeeee~io-

nist; that would betraying inadequate understanding of 

the movements. On the contrary, they expose our relue-

tant strategies at nation building. Movements of such 

kind_ force us to take a new look and adopt new efforts 
I 

at building the Indian nation. 

The mov~ment for a separate Jharkhand state within 

the Indian union originated with the establishment o:f the 
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Adi vasi I>1ahasa bha. There was a growth of a pan-tri ba.l 

identity and consolidation a$ such was sought in a new 

tribal state. The demand for statehood was not just to 

gain political statue for the tribale. That was the 

demand to counter the oppressive policies of the Dikus 

(outsiders, oppressors) who had r.~t.isurped the tri baJ. lands 

and were threatening to erode his culture and the basis 

of his identity. Historically land belonged to the tri

bals and yet they had no right over its use. Acute mar

ginalisation of tribals resulted in thei~ becoming "out

siders" in their own place of origin. The demand for 

statehood is to counter the assimilation of tribals~ ~ 

positions of inferiority, into a composite agrarian-cum

indu.strial society, resulting in an intricate economic 

and cultural dependency. JharkhaDd epitomises the growth 

of national consciousness among the tribals demanding 

for a separate state. The national consciousness has 

given strength to agitating tribals to ask for self

determination. Self-determination is the desire and the 

demand, to develop, without cultural and economic inter

ference by the majority community, as equal partners in 

the Indian union. A distinct political identity for 

Chotanagpur and the tribes inhabiting it can help the 

tribals to find their place of hctnour as Indian tribals. 
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The Naga triba~ movement coneo~idated the different 

triba~ groupe inhabiting the hi~~ areas and fought for;. 

a separate nationa~ identity. The Nagas were characte-

.rised by distinct history and ou~ture and sought t$ con-

se~idate pan-triba~ nationa~ oonecioueneee upon such 

characteristics. The Naga Nations~ Counci~ (NNC) as the 

~egitimate representative of Nags aspirations pursued a 

path of secession from the country. The NNC was wedded 

·to the idea of a sovereign Naga~and. The Nagas were 

adequate~y supported by their gee-po~itica~ situation. 

Using their geographies~ position they succeeded in main-

taining a distinct identity based on a cu~tura~ and 

nationa1 unity. Po1itioa1 exigency compe11ed the Nagas 

to the acceptance of an autonomous Naga1and within the 

Indian union. The Naga movement crysta11ized inte a 

separate Naga1and within India. With specia1 constitu-

tiona1 privi1eges, the Nagas sought to· use their right 

of se1f-determination in an autonomous Naga~and. If 

Nagae cou1d conso~idate into an autonomous unit, why 

haven't tribals in Jharkha~? Both,historica~ and gee-

politica~ background, gave te the agitating Nagas a dis-

tinct sense of identity which the triba1s in Chotanagpur 

lack. The response of Indian state in gr4ftting state-

hood to Nagaland is based on geo-political realities. Of 

course there was the recognition by the state e£ an ethnic 

tribal identity as the bas~s for state formation, but 
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such a recognition was aided by geo-po1itica1 rea1ities 

and the presence of a distinct triba1 group in a dis-

tinct area. 

A sharpened emphasis on triba~ identity need not be 

viewed as necessari~y a disruptive force. Whe~ the fear 

of ~oss of identity becomes great and rea~, nationa1ism 

becomes the instrument of mobi~ization, of retaining 

identity as we~~ as fu1fi~1ing expectations. With this 

instrument,the tribals can ~ook backward and forward and 

preserve the threatened roots of their cu1ture. Natie-

na~ism as an emerging po1itica~ force he~ps the triba~s 

to moud their d.eeired and desirab1e future and to take 

up a place of honour and dignity in the po1itica1 set~up 

of India as equal partners. Triba1 nationa1ism arises 

u1timate1y from some sert of triba1 identity er that is 

the s~rch fer- such an identity. 

Nationa1ity ~estiop in India 

British rule initiated the process of transformation 

of the physically, soci&11y, economically, pelitic~~ and 

culturally disunited Indian people into a modern nation. 

British capitalism economical~y unified India and brought 

it under the rule of a single centralized state and there-

by conso1idated the development of a medieval people 

. t t. 8 
~n o a na ~on. The Indian National Movement which per-
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sonified Indian Nationa~ism, grew under the conditions of 

foreign conquest and co~onia~ ru~e. 

The nationa~ity question emerged with the growth of 

the Indian nationa~ist movement aimed at re~easing the 

country from the yoke of co~onia~ ru~e. As a united 

nations~ movement for po~itical independence gained ground, 

the embers of the first po~itica~ awakening among nation-

a~ity groups ~ike Andhras, Ma~aya~is, Maharashtrians, 

Oriyas etc., was a2so ~it. Such an awakening was impor-

tant not onl.y from the standpoint ef an united national. 

movement but alae from that of the character of the future 

state structure of post-independent India. 9 

The awakening of these nationalities was inspired by 

the urge of se~f-determination, by their wi~~ to l.ive and 

d , di t• t t• , 't" 10 
eve-'-op.~-. as a J.nc na. J.On&..L:l. J.es. These nationality 

groups asked for the re-construction of their own pro-

~inoes• They did not ask for separate sovereign states 

ner did they demand po~itica~ partition. At the t~e of 

independence, India faced the task of bui~ding a nation 

out of a high~y fragmented and historioa~~Y divided so-

ciety. The task of structuring a fragmented rea~ity into 

a comprehensive whole and bui~ding a national community. 

with nationa~ awareness was no mean one. The new leader-

ship set out on the task of buildine the Indian nation 

on the principles o£ economic growth, social justice and 
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pel.itical. democracy.' The economic, social and political. 

reality since independence are a mGokery ~f any task 

undertaken in the name Q:f buil.ding a uni:fied na.tion. . The 

probl.em of the different na.tional.ities and the ooneol.i-

dation of num"erous nationa.l.ities into a comprehensive 

'nation' stares starkly at us. The :failure in the nation-

building endeavour can be attributed to the :fail.ure to 

grasp two important realities11 a one, many o:f India's 

tribal. and linguistic groups, pa.rticul.a.rl.y those ooncen-

trated in cGtmpa.ot territories, are nations or possess the 

potential of growing inte na.tl.ons, and twG, that nation-

buil.ding in India is .essent:ial.l.y ·a probl.em of pol.:itioal. •, , 

and cul.tural. integration of-a mul.ti-ethni.c and multi

national. state. In our task ef buil.ding a composite nation, 

we cannot wish away the existence of national.ities of 

distinct l.a..ngUages and traditions. The union of India is 

composed of several natior.ial.ities• major and minor, uni-
·.·.·· .. 

'- =;. 

ted into a single state. There: i,s n& .. sing.le dominant ~ 

nat~~na.l.ity. Al.l. ·the distinct national. groups hfive th~ir 
. : "' ~ . 

distinct histo~ and cul.ture. 

British rul.e unleashed colonial. expl.ei ta tien and' · · 

retarded the growth of Indian nat:ional.ities by creating 

aJ:tifioial boundaries. In poat-indepen!ient Ind~~·' ma~ 

"' groups, especial.ly tribals, have been margi:rial;:f3ed.: :by._· the 
... ·. 

process Q:f development. The classic ca.ee of~' the·· tribal.s· 
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in Jharkha:nd is a pointer. The tribals of Jharkham have 

~·een economically and culturally margi:calised in their 

native region. The Naga movement was essentially a re-

action to cultural marginallaation.of a distinct natien-

ality group. The nationality question in India today 

has accquired urgent prep6lrti&ns 1 in Assam and Tripura 

there is a fight for expulsion of foreigners; in Naga-

land an eutlawed NSCN is waging an armed struggle ~or total. 

seoeasien; in Bihar; Orissa, Bengal. and ~dhya Pradesh the 

tribal.s are demanding an autonomous Jharkhand state. 
·.. .- ... ·. ; ' .' 

The right to economic, political. and cul.tural sel.:t-deter-· 
. ' . . . .. . . . 

. . . . -. : . 

minationis-the prepel.l.ant i.n al.l. these movements. There 

is alae the urge to maintain ene•s nationtil. identity which 

faces the threat of erosion. An essential. ingredient of 

national.ism is self-determination o:t peepl.e, i.e;, libe-. 

ration from various forms of social., economic, pol.itica1 

_and cultural bondage• ClEven after the l.inguiatic re-

organisation of an overwhel.Jidng portion of territories, 

numerous l.inguistic, ethnic, cul.t~l.l.y and territer~-
l 

~al.ly u~ed groups have been lumped together ~to mani-

pul.ated state fGrmations-.- Such a grouping generates ten

sion among various national groups and 'minorities and 

there is thus a recurrent demand for autonomy by such 

disoontentted groups. The recent struggie Gf the Gorkhas 

for Gorkhal.and and autonomy for tribal.s in Karbi Angl.ong 

in Assam are exampl.es Gf such. In many of these struggl.es, 
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~ppreesion, a distinct c1ass character ef the eppreesed 

na.tiena1.itiea. .In Jha.rkhal:ld for instance, the triba~s 

have been abae1ute1y marg1na1.ieed into what 0ne author 

says, a "coo~ie natienn. 12 Hegemonistic control. of nation-

al.ity groups by other national.itiee is an obvious exten-

sion of vested interests. 

The devel.opments in post-independent India betrayed 

the aspirations of the different nationa1ities. Instead 

of devel.oping a true federal. set-up ensuring free and 

fu11. devel.~pment of peo:P1es of all national.ities,_there 
. \\ 

is continued discrimination ·· 0f some nationality groups. 

Such discrimination is perpetuated by an economic and 

cu1tura1 mainstream13 which stand in the way of the fu1.1-

f1eged growth of nationa1ities. Several. national.ities, 

which are at different stages of their social. devel.opments, 

as we1.1 as.other dormant nationa1ities,are sure to attain 

national. consci0usness and demand se1f-determination. 

National. consciousness has devel.9ped uneven1y in India 

among the different nationality groups. Whi1e some na-

tiona1ities conso1idated after independence, numerous 

others are arising today to defy social., cul.tura~ and 

nations.~ oppression. The struggl.e of the peop~e of diffe-

rent nationa1i ties is a st·ruggl.e for a "just society, a 

federa~ republ.ic o£ eel.f-geverning nationalities bound 

together vol.untaril.y". 14 
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The nationa~ity question in India is thus wound_up 

with the right of se~-determination of a~~ nationa~ities 

under the banner of the Indian state. India's search for 

bui~ding a nationa1 character shou~d not be at the cost of 

cu~tura~ and economic erosion of its numerous natiena

~ities. India ie at beet a union of mu~ti-nationa~ and 

mu~ti-ethnic groups. It weu~d be rather unrea~istio to 

look for the acceptance of a mono1ithio pan-Indian iden

tity by a~~ nationa1ities and ethnic groups. A1ready 

there are efforts to sharpen and censo~idate identity

consciousness around primerdia1 ties by severa1 numeri

cal.J.y small natien.a.l.ity greups and ethnic grGups. India 

must be responsive to efforts of ae~-determination by 

ita various natio~ities. A task such as this can be 

undertaken in a £edera1republic with widespread autonomy 

to constituent nationa1ities• I£ India is a mu~ti-natie

na1 state, which without deubt it is, then the multi-

··J!l& tiona1 structure must entai1 vo1untary participation and 

not coercive cultura~, social and economic subjugation of 

its nationa1ities. 

Tge Task of Nation-Bui~ding 

India has to face the task of building a nation out 

of a historically divisive society, resplendent with a 

multi-national and multi-ethnic character. All the pro

ceases leading to the :formation o:f the Indian nation are 
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prolonged, partial and differential. They are differen-

tial in the respect of economy, culture and political con-

eoieusness and integration. This results in extremely 

uneven deve~epment, both in time and space, of national 

consciousness among different social classes and strata 

as we~ as peop~e be~onging to regions, cu~tures and 

languages. Many dormant national groups are today awak-

ening to this consciousness and are demanding, juatifi-

ably, for a new basis of national unity. •Such a basis 

can be located in the goal of social transformation or 

socialiam. 15 India expresa5heree~f in diversity but the 

task is to foster a central unity. Progressive pluralism 

should be encouraged and this can be achieved through 

decentra~isation and greater autonomy for federal unite. 

For India,the development of a sense of nationhood among 

its peoples must not be at the cost of undermining their 

~oyalty to region, tribe, language and religion but te 

foster a brgti~natiCilnal character • 

. At the time of independence the task of nation-

bui~ding was three-fo~da po~itical integration, ecenomio 

d 1 t d lt aJ. 1 aJ. . 1 6 0 . ht, .... eve opmen an cu ur p ur ~am. emmen r~g .-., 

points eutnthat •to the extent cu~tu~ plural.iem i.e per-

oeived to be an obstacle to the real.isation of the first 

two objectives the situation is.of~en described as one of . . 

national crisis, disintegration•. 17 India 1 ~oday,is com

posed of a dGminant na. tiena.J.i ty, which OCOU];>ies the 1 centre', 
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and numerous dominated nationalities of the '~eriphery'. 

The dominant 'centre' is dominated by an econGmic main-

stream (a11 India bourgeoise), political mainstream (the 

Congress Party) and cu1tU%a1 mainstream (twice-born Hindi 

speaking Hindus) who are the insidersJthe peripherals 

constitute the outsiders. 18 The assertion by peripheral 

nationalities of primordial collectivism is to counter 

the economic, political and cult~a1 deprivation and 

realise their national aspirations. India's quest for 

nation-building must be at the cost of expansionism and 

exclusivism being fo11owed by the insiders. The right al

ternative for India is to "build authentic cultural plu

ralism reinforcing our multiple cultural streams•. 19 

India's goal should be to re-legitimise decentralisation 

and accept cu1tf11ra.1 DS.tional.ism as the important ingre

dient ef po1itica1 nationa1ism. 20 

The task is not an easy one. How does one achieve 

it? To begin with, there should be a commitment to cer-

tain consensual values that determine national identity. 

The foundations of democracy must be participatory in 

the real sense. The task may be summed as 0 federa1-

nation-buildingn21 with the necessity of carrying toge

ther all our diversities as a fraternity. It correctly 

demands democratic decentralisation on all fronts---

economic, political and cultu»a1 fer the functioning of 

a participatory system. The claims of smaller nation

alities and the entity o£ the nation-state have to be 
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balanced in the context of "declared, universalistic valu-

22 es", and they must achieve their individual fulfilment 

and material needs. 

There is the need f&r decentralisation which should 

pe~ate down to the smallest unite. There is thus the 

first task of creating smaller states which would be 

nearer to the people. The rights o£ several marginalised 

nationalitiea·to autonomous statehood must be conceded. 

D£.course, in many instances, autonomy need not be crow-

ned with statehood. But,the rights o£ margina.lised 

collectivities to cultural autonomy, to re-assert their 

identities must be acknowledged and respected. The search 

fer an Indian nation can only be realised among a people 

who are treated as equals by the state. As long there is 

a threat of economic and cultural dominance, of margi-

nalisation and cultural oppression, so long will the task 

of building a modern nation remain a remote wish• A 

united nation can be built when ~here is true national 

equality. This necees~tes, what Lenin says, "wide 

regional autonomy and fu11y democratic self-government, 

with the boundaries of the self-governing and autonomous 

regions determined by the local inhabitants on the basis 

of economic and social condition, national make-up of the 

people etc.". 23 
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